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Abstract
This report presents a preliminary design of a low-thrust Laser Powered Interorbital Vehicle
(LPIV') intended for cargo transportation between an earth space station and a lunar base.
The LPIV receives its power from two iodide laser stations, one orbiting the earth and the other
located on the surface of the moon. The selected mission utiliTes a spiral trajectory, characteristic
of a low-thrust spacecraft, requiring 8 days for a lunar rendezvous and an additional 9 days
for return. The ship's con.figuration consists primarily of an optical train, two hydrogen plasma
engines, a 37. I m box beam truss, a payload module, and fuel tanks. The total mass of the
vehicle fully loaded is 63300 kg.
A single plasma, regeneratively cooled engine design is incorporated into the two 500 N engines.
These are connected to the spacecraft by turntables which allow the vehicle to thrust
tangentially to the flight path. Proper collection and transmission of the laser beam to the thrust
chambers is provided through the optical train. This system consists of the 23 m diameter primary
mirror, a convex parabollc secondary mirror, a beam splitter and two concave parabolic tertiary
mirrors.
The payload bay is capable of carrying 18000 kg of cargo. The module is located opposite of
the primary mirror on the main truss. Fuel tanks carrying a maximum of 35000 kg of liquid
hydrogen are fastened to tracks which allow the tanks to be moved perpendicular to the main
truss. This capability is required to prevent the center of mass from moving out of the th.n_t
vector line.
The laser beam is located and tracked by means of an acquisition, pointing and tracking system
which can be locked onto the space-based laser station. Correct orientation of the spacecraft with
the laser beam is maintained by control moment gyros and reaction control rockets.
Aditionally an aerobrake configuration was designed to provide the option of using the atmo-
spheric drag in place of propulsion for a return trajectory.
Abstract
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INTRODUCTION
FO UNDA TIONS OF THE LASER POWERED
VEHICLE
Although the concept of wireless power transmission was conceived in the late 1800% the tech-
nology to achieve this was not developed until the mid 1900's. The concept of laser powered ve-
hicles makes use of this principle to eliminate the need for an onboard power source. This idea is
quite useful for space applications since it eliminates the need for fuel oxidizers, thereby reducing
the vehicle's overall mass.
The laser powered spacecraft receives its power from a remote laser station through an optical train
which receives and then focuses the incoming laser beam. Thrust is obtained by directing the beam
into the engine's chamber. A plasma is initiated in the chamber, raising the temperature of the
propellant which is then exhausted through a propulsive nozzle to produce thrust.
For quite some time now this country's space program has developed the means to create and
utiliTe craft for space exploration, but up to now these vehicles have been equipped with chemical
rockets requiring very large quantities of propellant. The electrical rockets provide a potential for
significant reduction of fuel requirements, however, they can develop very low thrust and conse-
quently, result in very long trip times. Laser propulsion can provide an ideal compromise by
combining significant propellant savings with low to medium thrust levels resulting in reasonably
short trip times.
Without the added mass of fuel oxidizers, a vehicle of the same size can transport more cargo, or
go farther on the same initial amount of propellant. Laser propulsion provides a means for high
efficiency, low thrust spaceflight as a result of its high specific impulse, (Is*,). Is,, on the order of
1000-2000 sec are common for this type of propulsion as compared to chemical rockets which
possess Is*, on the order of 400 secs.
PROJECT PROPOSAL
Requirements and objectives for the preliminary design of a Laser-Propelled Interorbital Vehicle
(LPIV) have been estabfished in consultation with NASA Langley Research Center. The LPIV
will be used for transportation between low Earth and Moon orbits. Power will be provided via
two iodide laser stations (1.315_m wavelength), one being a direct solar-pumped laser orbiting the
Earth and the other a nuclear-powered laser placed on the lunar surface. The maximum beam
power provided by the laser stations is 15 megawatts. An additional requirement is that the LPIV
be capable of transporting payloads of 16000 to 18000 kg on each leg of its mission. The LPIV
itself is to be reusable with allowances for the periodic maintenance of components needing
refurbishment. An aero-assisted version utilizing a rigid aeroshell is to be considered along with an
all-propulsive version. The all-propulsive system may include hybrid systems that combine laser
and other engine types. The technology level for the LPIV construction is assumed to be one
projected for the 2010-2020 time frame. The important design objectives for the LPIV axe as fol-
lows:
1. Minimize propellant requirements and vehicle dry mass
2..Minimize size of laser stations
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3. Minimizetrip times
Once the requirements of the proposal had been established, a review of literature was initiated with
an emphasis placed on studies done regarding the optical train (Ref. Minovich), and the plasma
engines (Ref. Keefer).
EVOLUTION OF THE LPIV DESIGN
CONFIG URA TION
The initial task involved in developing a laser-powered spacecraft is the design of the optical system
required to capture and focus the incoming laser beam. The optical system will use a combination
of highly reflective parabolic and planar mirrors in order to capture the incoming laser beam.
Using the criteria established by NASA/VPI Dept. of Aerospace Engineering as guidelines, two
design configuration concepts were considered. Following the 1988 VPI design team proposal (Ref.
SLICK), the first scheme utiliTed an off-center primary mirror design to capture and then focus the
power beam into a single laser engine. The term "off-center" refers to the fact that the secondary
mirror is situated off the axis of the primary mirror. Calculations done indicated a primary mirror
diameter of 23 meters was needed in order to successfully capture the incoming beam. Auxiliary
planar mirrors were to direct a focused beam into the combustion chamber of the main engine.
The optical assembly was supported by an L-shape triangular truss which pivoted and rotated
about a turret at its base. The placement of the auxiliary mirrors followed directly from the focal
length of the primary mirror.
For optimum structural stability, the shape of the truss was hexagonal, measuring 30 meters across
and approximately 5 meters in height. The truss housed the LPIV's two spherical fuel tanks as
well as two cylindrical cargo bays. These were mounted on the interior structure. Figure 1 shows
a general schematic of the vehicle. The advantage of this configuration was that the vehicle only
needed to roll about one axis in order to receive the incoming laser beam from all directions, along
with a corresponding optical train (primary plus two tertiary mirrors) rotation. However, this de-
sign necessitated engine gimballing in order to maintain thrust alignment with the vehicle's center
of mass. It also demanded large structural mass to support the off-center primary mirror.
The most appearing feature associated with the off-centered configuration was the ease with which
it could intercept the incoming laser beam. This idea brought to mind the concept of a fixed pri-
mary mirror, wherein the entire vehicle rotates in order to catch the laser beam. The concept,
similar to that proposed by Minovich, eliminates the need for a complicated mirror support as-
sembly, as well as stabili7es the location of the vehicle's center of mass by using a mirror which is
symmetric about an axis in-line with the ship's center of mass. The problem of gimballing the
engines to alter the thrust is eliminated by: a) using two engines situated at each end of a main truss
structure, with each capable of 360* rotation, and b) providing a means of maintaining the craft's
center of mass at a fixed point, midway between the engine-turntable rotation centers. The mir-
ror's mass could then be counterbalanced by proper positioning of the payload or by allowing the
fuel tanks to move as propellant is used.
The fixed mirror geometry required a new technique to direct the beam into the engine chambers.
The use of two en.f 'nes instead of one also dictated the use of a beam splitter in the optical train
to divide the beam into two equal components. With proper placement of the secondary mirror,
the selected layout for the optical system allowed the laser beam to be redirected through an
opening located at the center of the primary mirror, where it is then divided by the beam splitter
and reflected into each of the two engine chambers. The geometry of this design is represented in
Figure 2. The location of the optical system, engine placement, as well as general propellant and
payload locations are shown.
To capture the incoming laser and to align the thrust vector with the trajectory path, the vehicle
utiliTes a control moment gyro/reaction control rocket system for synchronized turntable rotation
of the engines. This engine rotation provides the LPIV with thrust vectoring capabilities, and the
fixed mirror geometry reduces structural degradation due to vibrations, possible with an off center
INTRODUCTION 4
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Figure !. Initial Configuration ofthe LPIV
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mirror configuration. Also, less support structure is needed in comparison with the off-center de-
sign. Figure 3, shows the final configuration in 3 view representation; showing the payload, the
engine assemblies located at the ends of the main truss and the fuel tanks mounted on the track
mechanism.
The next most important feature of the LPIV are the laser sustained plasma engines which provide
the vehicle with thrusting capabRities. The two 500 Newton engines are mounted on turntables
located at each end of the main truss structure. The turntables allow the engines to rotate through
360 ° . Rotations of both engines are precisely synchronized to ensure symmetric thrusting.
As part of this project, an aerobraked option of the LPIV was considered in addition to a non-
aerobraked or aU-propulsive version. The advantage of an aerobrake is the use of a planetary at-
mosphere to create drag on the vehicle, thereby decelerating the vehicle without expending
propellent in retro burns. This technique lowers the fuel mass consumed on each return mission.
Unfortunately, the addition of this feature onto the LPIV increases the vehicle dry mass as well as
subjects it to extensive thermal and gravitational loads, requiring additional support structure. The
f_rst configuration considered a raked eRiptical conic section for the aerobrake (Ref. Scott). It
provided excellent stability and aeromanuvefing capabilities, due to its asymmetry about the LPIV's
primary axis. This geometry however, was not suitable for the two engine configuration due to the
instability occurring when the engine_ are rotated. The fact that the aeroshell was not symmetric
about the LPIV's roll axis created difficulties in maintaining a stable center of mass. By choosing
a symmetric geometry, these problems were alleviated and the benefits obtained by the LPIV's fixed
mirror design were not sacrificed. Figure 4 shows the orthographic views of the aer0-assisted ver-
sion with Figure 5 being an overall isometric representation.
GENERAL MISSION SCENARIO
The mission is assumed to begin in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), with a final destination being intercept
into a Low Lunar Orbit (LLO). The initial orbit is oriemed with the proposed Earth-orbiting
Space Station, or roughly 220 nautical miles above the Earth's surface. The LPIV is powered by
the solar pumped laser station and respective relay stations which orbit the Earth in the equatorial
plane at an altitude of one earth radius. The vehicle is designed for cargo transportation between
the LEO and low lunar orbit. The payload it will handle consists primarily of maintenance supplies
and provisions on the outbound mission, asad oxygen manufactured at the lunar base on the return
trip.
The mission scenario is broken into three phases: departure, coast and capture, for both the aero-
assisted and the non-aerobrake versions. The trajectory for departure follows a low-thrust spiral,
taking into account the neccessary condition of intermittent power as a result of laser station-solar
power interruption. A coast period will begin at an altitude of approximately 100000 kilometers,
with enough total energy to reach the Moon's orbit. A third phase for navigation is initiated near
the moon in order to match the spacecraft's velocity with the specified LLO circular speed; this is
followed by an appropriate docking procedure. The return flight follows a similar outline with only
minor adjustments made to account for the different profile on the power supply. The trajectory
for the full mission is shown in Figure 6.
In this report, the evolution and final selection of a non-aerobraked and an aeroassisted vehicle are
presented. Table 1 gives a mass breakdown of the non-aerobraked LPIV. In the chapters which
follow, a comprehensive preliminary study of the mission, configuration and sub- ystems of the
spacecraft is presented.
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Figure 2. Isometric View of the LPIV
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Figure 5. Isometric View of the Aeroassisted LPIV
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Table 1. LPIV Total Mass Breakdown
Subsystem
Main Truss
Pro1_llantTanks
RCS and CMG's
Engines
T_rntables
Docking Mcc_
Optical System
Acquisition, Pointing and
Tracking (APT)
Communications
Payload Module
Vehicle Dry Mass
Propellant Mass
Payload Mass
Total Vehicle Mass
Mass (kg)
734
1293
1022
200
547
90
5400
105
70
649
12300
35000
16000
..tom...
63300
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ORBITAL MECHANICS AND TRAJECTORY
ANALYSIS
INTR OD UC TION
In designing themission of the LPIV the following objectives were considered: minimizing trip
time, minimizing fuel consumption for a given mission, and opt_g the LPIV trajectory. Or-
bital mechanics and trajectory analysis were used to provide a way to meet these objectives. These
analyses were performed using a multi=functional mission simulation and analysis system named
SIGHT. The evolution of that system and the problems that necessitated the innovation of SIGHT
will be discussed in this chapter. Conclusions and results of the analysis as well as future rec-
ommendations and proposals for the LPIV mission will also be presented.
MISSION ASSUMPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
The fundamental purpose of the LPIV spacecraft is to transport 16000 kg of cargo between Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) and Low lunar Orbit (LLO). The transport will service the proposed earth-
orbiting space station and the lunar orbiting station. In the proximity of the Earth, the LPIV's
propulsion system is energized by a solar-pumped iodide laser orbiting equatorially at an altitude
of one earth radius (6373 kin). In the vicinity of the Moon, the LPIV will receive energy from a
nuclear-powered station on the lunar surface.
The earth orbiting laser station cannot provide continuous energy to the LPIV due to the passage
of the station through the earth's shadow. This station-solar occultation means that on-demand
power near the Earth for the LPIV cannot be provided. This situation exists for seventeen percent
of the orbit or forty minutes out of the two hundred forty minute orbital period of the laser power
station (Figure 7). Whenever the spacecraft is not in line of sight with the orbiting poseer station
because of Earth interference, one of two optical relay stations are used (Figure 8). Designed to
reflect and redirect the beam, the relays am placed in the same reference orbit at 115 degrees lead
and 115 degrees lag with respect to the power station. The relay stations am utilized only when
direct beam capture between the laser station and the LPIV is prohibited.
EVOLUTION OF TRAJECTOR Y DETERMINATION
Prior to the development of the program SIGHT, three primary mission scenarios were successively
investigated to provide orbital mechanics data for the design mission. These were the following: a
multi-elliptical orbital transfer, an approximate spiral method, and an Eulerian numerical inte-
gration applied to the equations of motion of the spacecraft.
Multi-Impulsive Elliptical Transfer
Since the vehicle employs a power-limited, low-thrust propulsion system, a trajectory determined
by a minimum energy Hohmann transfer is impossible without the aid of an impulsive chemical
rocket. Therefore, as a starting point to this low-thrust trajectory problem, the use of a multi-
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eRiptical transfer was first considered. (Ref, SLICK) This scheme suggested an analysis involving
a series of elliptical orbits followed by a translunar chemical rocket injection and a final LLO cap-
ture.
The method requiressuccessiveperigeebum arcsto lifthe apogee ofthe orbitto a desiredint_-
mediate orbit(Figure9). By assuming constantthrustover an arc of 120 degreescenteredat
perigee,an equivalentimpulsivethrustiscomput¢d by integratingthe thrustthrough the time of
the burn. This integrationresultsin an t_luivalcntchange in velocity,delta-V,which isassum_i
to actatperig_. Applying thisdelta-V,theimpulsivethrusttrajectoriesyieldincreasinglyeccentric
ellipticalpaths with common perigeelocations.Another seriesof burns are then requiredto
circularize into the refen'ence orbit.
To emend the apogee out to a radial distance equal to the Moon's orbit would require a great deal
of time because of the number of ellipses; therefore, an alternate approach was considered. In this
scenario the LPIV uses GEe as the intermediate orbit and without circularization, fires an
impulsive chemical rocket to put the vehicle into a trans-lunar trajectory. FoUowing the injection
another impulsive thrust at the vicinity of the moon puts the LPIV into a LLO.
This method takes too much time and does not reflect the true potential that exists in a low- thrust
vehicle. Table 2 reflects the data for this mission.
Table 2. Multi-Impulsive Elliptical Transfer
Ddta-V (km/sec) TOF (days)
LEO to GEe 0.931 6.34
Translunar injection 1.053 5.67
LLO capture 1.188 -
Spiral Trajectory Approximation
A more feasible approach developed by Ernst Stuhlinger assumes the vehicle to travel in segments
of spirals as opposed to elliptical paths. (Figure 10). Stuhlingex/s method simplifies the spiral
trajectory of a low-thrust vehicle using a stcpwise approach. The following simplifications are used:
(I)The moon moves in a circularorbitabout the Earth,(2)The ship'smotion isalwaystreated
as a two- body problem, (3)The thrustof the propulsionsystemisconstantwith the propellant
masses decreasinglinearlywith time,and (4)The thrustvectoristangentialto thetrajectory.(Ref.
Stuhlinger)
The motion of the shipisdetmnincd by the laws of mechanics. According to Stuhlingerthese
equationslend themselveseasilyto stepwiseintegrationwith giveninitialconditions,as shown in
Appendix A. Insteadof computing thisspiralby directintegrationof the equationsof motion, a
simplermethod isemployed by replacingone revolutionofthespiralby a circlehavingtheaverage
spiralradius. A disadvantageof thismethod isthatthe solutionlosesaccuracywhen the spiral
becomes wider. For thisreasonthe spiralisonly consideredout to an intermediatedistancewhere
once again our method isto employ a translunarchemicalthrustinj_,ion. Upon nearingthe
moon's orbit,an impulsivethrustisused to produce a captureorbitendingat LLO withthe ap-
propriatecircularspeed. Data forthesemaneuvers arcshown inTable 3.
Table 3. Stepwise Spiral Trajectory
Delta-V (kin/see) TOF (days)
LEO to GEe 3. !2 2.73
Translunar injection 1.012 4.40
LLO capture 1.486 1.81
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Numerical Integration Method
Since the error involved using Stuhlinger's method is undetermined, the data referring to the spiral
trajectory is possibly inaccurate. In addition, the method assumes constant thrust, disregarding the
condition of solar oculation, when the laser station is in the shadow of the Earth, unable to power
the spacecraft. Numerical integration of the equations of motion is the next approach.
UtiLizing an Eulerian method of approximation, the integration routine calculates the vehicle's po-
sition and velocity using small time intervals in the equations of central force motion (See Appendix
A). In addition to previous considerations, this algorithm assumes that the vehicle will thrust only
when the laser power station is not in the Earth's shadow. The resulting trajectory is a spiral of
which an intermediate orbit, GEO, is again chosen to initiate an impulsive bum for translunar
flight, followed by a subsequent impulse to circularize at LLO. Data for this mission is shown in
Table 4 with a summary of all preliminary missions referenced in Table 5.
Table 4. Eulerian Approximation Method
Delta-V (km/sec) TOF (days)
LEO to GEO 3.21 3.03
Translunar injection 1.012 4.40
LLO capture 1.486 1.81
Table 5. Summary of Preliminary Outbound Missions
Delta-V (km/se¢) Fuel Required (kg) TOF(days)
Multiple Ellipse 3.172 51023 10.71
Stepwise Spiral 5.618 30700 8.94
Eulerian Method 5.708 28546 9.24
Up to this point the mission analysis had still failed to deliver a feasible low-thrust trajectory ren-
dezvous and capture into LLO. The Eulerian method might well have been adapted for such an
application; however, after research into numerical routines, a much more accurate and efficient
numerical integration technique was applied. Not only does the method yield feasible results, it
emphasizes the potential of the laser- powered vehicle and eliminates the undesirable requirement
of chemical rocket injections for transit or circularization.
SIGHT
SIGHT is a multi-functional mission simulation and analysis system for the determination of or-
bital mechanics and spacecraft dynamics. SIGHT provides three dimensional real-time simulation
of the orbital paths and rotations of multiple bodies. The system uses a numerical solution to the
restricted three body problem and introduces algorithms for guidance, navigation and control. The
purpose of SIGHT is to create, model and analyze complex scenarios of thrusting and non-
thrusting structures.
In the past, little attention has been given to the guidance and control of low thrust Earth-Lunar
trajectories or to the consideration of simultaneous gravitational effects of the Earth and Moon
(Ref. Korsmeyer). The trajectory determination, guidance and navigation are all closely related
problems. The SIGHT system accomplishes three-body trajectory analysis as well as basic orbital
changes and circularization.
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Background on Orbital Motion
Definition of Coordinate System
The reference flame is an inertial earth-centered orthogonal XYZ system. The orbital plane of the
Earth and Moon is specified to be in the XY plane, the inclination of the Earth's equator then is
eighteen and one-third degrees. A valid assumption is that precession of the ascending and de-
scending nodes of the Moon and lunar libration do not to occur. It is also customary to assume
that the X-axis is pointed colinear with the autumnal or vernal equinox. These reference locations
represent the apparent point of intersection with the sun's motion on the ecliptic with the celestial
equator. This assumption is only necessary if the accurate positioning of the stars which are added
to the display for visual perspective.
In tiffs chapter, positions and velocities of the bodies in the system are referenced with respect to
the inertial frame. Results axe presented with vector magnitudes irrespective of orientation.
Laws Governing Orbiting Bodies
The basics laws governing orbiting bodies have been known since the time of Newton. One of the
basic laws formulated by Newton is the law of gravity, stating that any two bodies attract one an-
other with a force proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the
square of their distance. Expressed in vector notation this law becomes:
_g GMm --"
= r3 r (I)
where _ is the vector between masses M and m. G is the universal gravitation constant.
Due to the vector nature of force, tiffs law may be extrapolated to a system with multiple bodies.
The equation of force for N-bodies becomes:
_g = - Gmt _ 9t (2)
,_.,
This formula can easily be converted to an acceleration for the i-th body by merely dividing through
by the i-th mass. This general formula for acceleration in a N-body system is:
rl
= - G -"T" 9t (3)
5'l
j=l
Basic simplifying assumptions were made for this formula governing the orbital model. First, all
bodies are assumed to be point masses. Secondly, gravitation is the only force that perturbs the
N-body system.
This model may deviate siginifcantly from a realistic environment for two reasons. Contrary to the
ftrst assumption, a planetary body is not spherical but oblate and bulges at the equator. Tiffs
aspherity causes perturbative effects for orbiting bodies. Secondly, the system is prone to other
accelerations due to thrust if a spacecraft is concerned, or other effects due to solar pressure or at-
mospheric drag. Considering these other effects, we may group the other accelerations into one
term
a,. The equation governing our system will become:
_ =_ G,___E_- -
r3 r + at (4)
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Description of Computational Technique
Background on Mathematical and Computational Methods
The general equation of motion in (4), is a second order non-linear differential equation. Rewritten
in general mathematical notation this formula cart be expressed as:
r =7(_, t) + _(_,t) (5)
In modem day engineering systems, this is referred to as an input-output problem. The j_(_, t)
function is determined by physical mechanism and the ff(_,t) term is the input function.
In our application, f(_, t) is determined by the law of gravitation. This function will later be ex-
tended to include other accelerations due to solar pressure and atmospheric drag. The _(_, t) term
will be assumed as a function governing the thrust over a specific time interval. Traditionally, an-
alytical solutions of this equation could be determined by Euler's variation of parameters or other
techniques. These methods are still considered feasible when _(_,t) is equal to zero. Analytical
solutions are considered difficult when the solutions for various control functions are desired, or
when complex adaptive control functions are employed.
When _(7,t) operates over short time intervals velocity effects may be assumed to be impulsive.
For high thrust app/ications such as chemical rockets, adequate approximations can be obtained
by assuming that a change in velocity occurs at a point as opposed to a time interval. Impulsive
velocity changes become inadequate when a low-thrust power supply or long duration reaction and
control system maneuvers are involved. Other complications will result with constraints of power
supply that are time and position dependent on other elements in the system. Examples are solar
sails and the laser propulsion system that is addressed in this paper.
Application of Numerical Methods
Second-order differential equations can be written as two coupled In'st-order equations by intro-
ducing an additional variable. This means that the equations must be solved simultaneously. The
two ftrst order formulas are:
• - __ GM -"
= 7 v = a_ r3 r (6)
To describe an object in the Cartesian coordinate system, these functions become six equations.
GM
_c= vx _ = a,x r3 x
GM
= Vy _y = ary - r---S--y (7)
GM
=Vz vz=a_z r3 Z
There exists several numerical methods for the solution of a first order differential equation. In
general, these methods discretize the dependent variable range and using slope information deter-
mine a value at a specified position. These calculated values have a certain error due to
discretization and round-off. Therefore it is important to choose a method where this error value
is stable and within a tolerable limit.
These numerical techniques can be divided into single-step and multi-step methods. Multi-step
methods make use of the information at previous time steps to determine the value at the current
step. One of the best multi-step methods is the Adams-Moulton predictor corrector method.
The Adams-Moulton Method is computationally fast and unconditionally stable. It has variable
step-size and truncation error proportional to fifth-power of the step size (Ref. NASA SP-33). The
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advantage of using a multi-step method is the ability to obtain tolerable solutions using one
equation for each discretatization step.
The fourth-order Adams-Moulton formulas are (Ref. Boyce):
Basic Multistep Formula
251 h 5 dsX(o
= Yn + h__ (55),, - 59j)n_ 1 + 3:Tyn_2 -'9yn_3) +Yn+I
dt 5
Predictor
(Sa)
(Sb)
Corrector
h
Yn+l =Y. + -_- (9)n+_ + 19_#- 5__ 1+).-2) (8c)
A numerical solution for the trajectory can be determined utilizing this method and solving simul-
taneously for the six equations in (7). This method may then be apph'cd to each body in the sys-
tem. Updates to the acceleration vector due to thrust and other time dependent quantities such as
spacecraft mass, may be computed after each time step. In this manner, the only necessary as-
sumptions are that perturbing masses are stationary and time-dependent quantities are constant
over the time interval. Selecting a small time step minimizes any significant errors.
Guidance and Control
Orbits for non-thrusting orbital bodies are determined by the form of equation (6) where _(F,t) is
zero. Solutions to this equation are determined by initial-values of position and velocity. The
motion is governed only by physical mechanism of gravity and perhaps atmospheric drag or solar
pressure.
The analysis of thrusting trajectories include the definition of parameterized functions of thrust.
The thrust is determined by position and velocities of the spacecraft or other bodies in the system
at a specific instant of time (t). This might include a plane change, or a burn to obtain maximum
change in specific energy. Constraints such as plume impingement factors might also be defined.
Spacecraft navigation involves the imposition of boundary conditions on the equation of motion
governing the body. A _(Lt) function must be determined that causes the differential equation to
converge to an answer. If a minimum fuel constraint is implied, the control function becomes the
optimum solution for fuel consumption. Another constraint which may be imposed is a minimum
time of flight requirement.
SIGHT introduces a basic algorithm that utiliTes a user defined boundary condition based on a
destination orbit. During the trajectory determination, the program will analyze current values of
position and velocity with the rendezvous orbit. When the spacecraft is inside a determined thrust
window, the system will calculate a thrust vector for each discretized time step that tends to con-
verge the current values of position and velocity with those of the the desitination orbit. In this
manner, a control function is determined by iteration. This function is not necessarily the optimum
solution but is valid for preliminary fuel mass requirements and time of flight estimates.
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APPLICATION OF SIGHT TO THE LPIV MISSION
A NA L YSIS
Mission Description
PrimaryanalysisoftheLPIV missionwas accomplishedusingSIGHT. Thisallowedfora solution
in threedimensions,withperturbationsby multiplegravitationalmasses,modeling of sixsimul-
taneouslymoving bodies,and power interruptioncausedby solaroccultationof the earthlaser
station.The laserstationand relaysarein circularequatorialorbits.The LPIV beginsat LEO
with an inclinationof twenty-eightdegreesoffthe Earth'sequatoror approximatelyforty-seven
degreeswithrespecto the XY plane. The LPIV missiontrajectoryconsistedof threeseparate
phases:departure,coasting,and capture.These threephasesarcusedfortheoutbound flightpath
aswellasthereturntrajectory.
The first phase, departure, involves the time from the beginning of the mission leaving LEO, to a
specified distance out from the Earth. This distance is defined as the point where the spacecraft
achieves an enough specific energy capable of achieving a translunar trajectory. The vehicle is
thrusting continuously during this initial phase, except when the power station is incapable of ftfing
the laser. The path it will follow is the low-thrust spiral. The spiral orbit takes full advantage of
the I,pofthe low-thrustpropulsionsystemand aswellgivesthemaximum increaseinvelocityin
theshortestpossibletime. In addition,a smallportionof the thrustwillbe dedicatedto plane-
changesincethe LPIV must precessabout forty-sevendegreesthroughoutitsjourney.
Figure 11 is an isometric view of the orbital system in the ftrst phase. The change of color in the
spacecraft traiectory indicates the transition between thrust and coast periods. The orbits of the
laser station and beam relays are displayed. The beam path from the laser station to the LPIV has
been modeled. The beam path algorithm allows monitoring of the angle of orientation that the
LPIV must maintain for laser beam capture. This information enables estimates of the reaction
and control system and moment gyros necessary for spacecraft pointing and tracking.
The second phase is a coasting period in which the vehicle has gained enough energy from the
continuous burning phase to cross the Moon's orbit without any further thrust. During this por-
tion the propulsion system is inactive and only minor control rockets are required to navigate.
The final phase of the flight consists of rendezvous and final capture. By reinitiating the thrust
when the LPIV reaches a predetermined orbit window near the Moon, the vehicle will perform
appropriate navigation maneuvers in order to intercept the Moon's orbit and finally rendezvous
with LLO. Therefore, navigation and rendezvous are accomplished through utilization of the laser
propulsion system. Navigation procedure is discussed in a later section along with the docking
procedure.
In Figure 12, a top view of the LPIV trajectory is displayed. This view shows phase two and three
of the LPIV trajectory, and includes the moon and its corresponding orbit. It can be observed here
that the major portion of the LPIV mission is a coast phase after the LPIV has reached lunar in-
tercept orbit velocity. In Figure 13, a close-up view of the navigation phase can be observed. In
this view the LPIV has thrusted to put the spacecraft into a lunar intercept orbit.
The aforementioned scheme is appficable in the return flight from LLO back to the Space Station
at LEO. Only slight modifications are necessary in terms of the time and position that the laser
engines f_e.
Mission Results
The LPIV's initial low earth orbit has an inclination of 28.5 degrees off the Earth's equator, corre-
sponding to the orbiting Space Station. It is assumed that a docking vehicle, dedicated to the ser-
vice and payload handling of the LPIV, will be in orbit near the Space Station. The LPIV will
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begin its journey by fixing the twin hydrogen plasma engines and thrusting with I000 N opposite
and parallel to its line of velocity.
The trajectory will follow a spiral outward, thrusting continuously except for periods of intermittent
coasting when the laser power station is in the Earth's shadow. At approximately 94000 km radially
outward from the Earth, the LPIV has reached enough speed to continue without additional power
assist to a lunar orbit intercept. The time of flight required to conclude this fu'st phase is seventy-
seven hours, as indicated in Table 6. Once this point is reached, the laser propulsion system re-
mains inactive until the final phase of the trajectory. The vehicle follows an elliptical path as it
coasts to the specified lunar orbit and begins phase three, lower lunar intercept.
The return trajectory was formulated using a reverse compmational procedure. The LPIV was in-
itialized with its dry weight and payload mass (24000 kg). The beginning orbit was at 6859 km or
the destination of the return mission. The LPIV then proceeded to thrust with 1000 N in the same
manner as previously stated. The principle difference was a negative massflow term that increased
the fuel mass of the spacecraft on the outbound spiral. When the spacecraft had reached the nec-
essary mechanical energy for a coast orbit to lunar intercept, the current fuel mass represented the
amount necessary for the decelerating spiral return trajectory. Results of this procedure may be
seen in Table 7.
- In Figure 14, a plot showing the velocity versus position is presented. In this graph, we may see
that the optimal place to begin a plane change occurs when the LPIV reaches approximately 50000
kin. From this distance out to 94000 kin, there is decreased rate of change in total LPIV velocity
due to the inverse relation of the laws of motion. In Figure 15 a graph of position versus time is
shown. Also provided is a graph of the total spacecraft mass compared to the radial position
, (Figure 16).
Aerobraked Trajectories
NASA is considering the use of Aero-assisted Orbital Transfer Vehicles (AOTV). An aerobraked
maneuver involves using the drag pressure of the the upper atmosphere to decelerate the spacecraft
for correct orbit insertion. The obvious advantage to aerobraking is significant decrease in fuel
consumption. A second configuration of the LPIV utilizing a rigid shell aerobrake has been ad-
dressed. SIGHT has been adapted to analyze the nero=assisted lunar return trajectory. The drag
is a function of the atmospheric density, relative spacecraft velocity, relative speed of the rotating
atmosphere, frontal spacecraft area and drag coefficient. The formula used for an approximate de-
celeration is:
1 A ="
r -- - T CD _ "vara (9)
C_ = nondimensional drag coefficient
A = cross sectional area of vehicle perpendicular to direction of motion
m = vehicle mass
9 = atmospheric density at vehicle altitude
v, = scalar of velocity relative to rotating atmosphere
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Table 6. Outbound Trajectory
Phase I -- Departure Initial Conditions
Mass:
Radial Distance:
Velocity
Inclination:
Thrust:
Time of Flight:
59000 kg
6859 km
7.624 km/s
28.5 degrees with respect to the equator
1000 N
0 hours
Phase II -- Translunar Injection
Mass:
Radial Distance:
Velocity
Inclination:
Thrust:
Time of Fright:
43145 kg
94000 km
2.524 km/s
5.12 degrees with respect to the equator
ON
77.5 hours
Phase III -- Lunar Orbit Intercept
Mass:
Radial Distance:
Velocity
Inclination:
Thrust:
Time of Flight:
41784 kg
384400 km
1.01 km/s
5.12 degrees with respect to the equator
1000 N
165 hours
Table 7. Return Trajectory
Phase I -- Lunar Orbit Departure Initial Conditions
Mass: 41784 kg
Radial Distance: 384400 km
Velocity 1.01 km/s
Inclination: 5.12 degrees with respect to the equator
Thrust: 1000 N
Time of Flight: 0 hours
Phase III -- Earth Capture Initial Conditions
Mass: 40242 kg
Radial Distance: 94000 km
Velocity 2.62 km/s
Inclination: 5.12 degrees with respect to the equator
Thrust: 1000 N
Time of Flight: 127 hours
Phase III -- Earth Capture Terminal
Mass:
Radial Distance:
Velocity
Inclination:
Thrust:
Time of Flight:
Conditions
26903 kg
6859 km
7.624 km/s
28.5 degrees with respect to the equator
ON
201 hours
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FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
A potential improw_nent would be the placement of the orbiting earth laser station in a polar orbit
precessing with a rate that keeps the orbital plane normal to the sun's rays. This would reduce the
dependence on the beam relays to possibly one or none. Additionally, the solar pumped laser could
stay charged indefinitely.
The nuclear-fueled laser station on the lunar surface may be more strategically placed on the dark
side of the Moon. In this location, the station may be used more efficiently for the LPIV's laser
energized bums. The resulting thrusting arcs for the LPIV craft would tend to _ the apogee to-
ward the Earth instead of away.
In the future, optimal control functions may be determined for a variety of constraints. It will
become desirable to develop adaptive guidance algorithms which consider structural limits and
margins as well as spacecraft performance characteristics. This would allow solutions to be derived
using control functions which consider heating constraints during aero-assisted trajectories. This
investigation could lead to computer-based adaptive guidance and targeting algorithms for an au-
tonomous LPIV spacecraft.
SUMMAR Y
The investigation of orbital mechanics and trajectory analysisfor the LPIV spacecraft has yielded
a feasible laser-propelled low-thrust trajectory. The first obvious advantage of this mission scenario
is the ellimmation of dependence on hybrid or chemical thrusting systems. In addition, this mission
represents a fast and efficient transport method for shuttling cargo between the Earth and Moon.
The research has also led to the development of a software system, SIGHT, that will serve as a
platform to facilitate the comprehensive study of the spacecraft dynamics and navigation charac-
teristics as well as guidance and control.
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OPTICS
IN TROD UC TION
The optical system is the most critical subsystem of the LPIV. It provides the only link between
the engines and their power source, located thousands of kilometers away. The function of the
optical system is to intercept the laser beam which may be as much as 24 meters wide, and focus
the beam to a few centimeters in the chamber of the engines. Here the energy is used to heat the
hydrogen propellant which is then expanded through the nozzle. Three objectives were considered
in the design of the optical system: maximizing energy transmitted to the engines, minimizing
deformtions due to inertial and thermal loading, and minimizing the overall mass of the system.
These objectives are addressed in this chapter in the discussions on mirror geometry and placement,
material selection, support structures, and construction.
EVOLUTION
Evolution of the Optical Path
The ftrst step in the design of the LPIV's optical system is to determine the optical path traced by
the laser beam as it travels from the collector to the thrust chamber. The initial vehicle configura-
tion employed offset parabolic mirrors for the primary and secondary reflectors and required two
additional mirrors to direct the beam into the engine. A convergent lens was then used to bring the
beam to a focus in the engine chamber. This asymetric design presented problems in maintaining
the center of mass in the Line of thrust. To solve this problem, a symmetric configuration was
considered.
With the symmetric design, the secondary mirror is supported on the centerline of the primary
mirror. When the beam is intercepted, it is reflected to the secondary mirror and back through the
central openhag in the primary mirror. A beam splitter is located behind the mirror's support
structure. When the beam strikes the splitter, it is divided into two beams of equal power which
are directed to the tertiary mirrors at each end ot the main truss. These mirrors focus the beams
into the plasma chambers of engines where their energy is converted to thrust power by the hy-
drogen propellant. With this design, if the incoming beam were captured symmetrically on the
primary mirror the most energetic central portion of the beam would be obstructed by the sec-
ondary mirror. In order to make an etficient use of the energy available, the beam must be collected
off center. This requires adding area to the primary mirror which increases its mass.
The selected configuration of the spacecraft introduced some important features. The primary and
secondary mirrors were arranged into a Cassegrain configuration with the secondary mirror sus-
pended in front of the primary mirror by means of a tripod support structure. Next, two engines
were introduced instead of one which demanded that the power of the laser beam be split and
transferred to two different focusing points. The division of the power required the use of a beam
splitter (Figure 17).
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FOCUS
POINT I
Figure !"7.
SECONDARY
MIRROR
PRIMARY MIRROR
BEAM SPLITTER
Optical Path through LPIV.
FOCUS
POINT 2
Possible Degradation of the Optical System
An importantfactorwhich may effecthe efficiencyof beam transmissionthroughouttheoptical
trainisdegradationof the reflectingsurfaces.During thevehicle'slifesuch degradationmay bc
causedby thereactivityofmaterialswiththeatomicoxygenthatoccursduringlongtermexposure
to the atmospherein Low Earth Orbit(LEO). Micrometeoriodsalsodegradespacesystemsby
leavingsmallholesand surfaceimperfectionswhere atomicoxygencan causefurthercorrosion.
Other adverseconditionsapparentinspacearcultravioletradiation,chargedparticleradiation,and
spacedebris.Anotherfactoristhermalcycling,which isnaturallyinducedasthevehicletravelsin
and out ofthe shadow oftheearth,causingstructuralfatigue.The LPIV'sopticaltrainisexpected
to operateum'efurbishedforapproximatelytwo yearswitha maximum power lossof ten percent
throughthe entirelaserpath; therefore,theseconditionsmust be takenintoseriousconsideration
when selectinga materialforthemirrorsurface.
Evolution of the Primary Mirror Design
The primary mirror assembly serves as a concentrating reflector which will intercept the laser beam
from the remote power station orbiting the Earth radius, or sitting on the lunar surface. Three types
of primary reflectors were considered for this function. The fn'st design considered was a lightweight
inflatable mirror which can be deployed in space. The second type was a rigid mirror with a pol-
ished metal surface. The third type was also rigid but used a dielectric reflective surface.
The inflatable concentrator considered was made from a Mylar transparent Rlm and a Kapton re-
flecting surface (Figure 18). This mirror design was attractive because it made possible the
launching of a compact package, consisting of the stowed mirror and its deployment apparatus into
space. Deployment of the mirror would be done by inflating an aluminum torus beyond its yield
strength, enabling it to maintain its shape after depressurization. The cavity created between the
Mylar l'tlm and Kapton surface is then filled with hydrogen gas to produce the geometric skape
needed for the reflective surface. The rigidized torus maintains the shape of the reflecting surface
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and allows for attachment of the mirror to the spacecraft. The main benefits of an inflatable mirror
are its low specific mass (Table 8) and its ease of deployment in space. The primary disadvantage
of this concentrator was the relatively low reflectivity (Table 8) compared with rigid mirrors. This
is due to the absorbtion of energy by the transparent film which the beam must pass through twice.
This absorption will cause a significant reduction of power transferred to the engine. The second
disadvantage was that this scheme could not be used in an aerobraking version of the LPIV without
adding a significant amount of support structure because the inertial loads would deform the re-
flector.
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Figure 18. Inflatable Mirror
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The rigidmirrors considered are not as easilydeployed and would requireassembly in space but
can be made to achievea much higher reflectivity.A polished metal mirror using common mate-
rialssuch as aluminum, silver,and copper can produce optimum reflectiviticsof up to 99%.
However, to achievea highly reflectivesurfacethe thicknessof metal required would resultin an
undesirably high mass. These materialshave a high thermal coefficientof expansion which means
that the minor would encounter significantdeformations in the surfaceshape due to the heat ab-
sorbed.
The third concentrator design, selected for our vehicle, consists of a reflective surface of dielectric
materials. The main advantage of a dielectric mirror is its high degree of reflectivity for a narrow
range of wavelength, possibly as high as 99.9 + %. Dielectrics employ alternating layers of high and
low refractive index materials that provide multiple reflections, all in phase (Figure 19). The
dielectrics must be applied in vapor form to a facesheet material, in order to achieve the required
thickness of 0.3 micrometers. The facesheet acts as a substrate for the dielectrics and as a heat sink.
For this application, a scheme of ten dielectric layers will be used to produce a high degree of
reflectivity, reducing the heat absorbed by the facesheet, and alleviating the need for primary mirror
cooling. Overall, the dielectric mirror was selected because it provided the LPIV with a very effi-
cient and relatively light primary mirror.
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Table 8. Primary mirrorsurfacedata.
Collector Type reflectivity% Mass/unit area (kElnO)
Inflatable 95% 0.50
Metallic 98% 30.0
Dielectric 99.9 + % 9.77
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Figure 19. Sample five layer dielectric surface.
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Primary mirror geometry
Once the type of mirror and optical path have been selected, the mirror shape needs to be dot,-
mined. Two conicalshapescommonly usedforradiationand radiowave collectionarespherical
and parabolicprofdes.The manufaclureofsphericalmirrorsisbasicallysimplebut aberrationand
low efficiencyatshorterfocallengthsprompted theselectionofa parabolicontourforthe LPIV
application.The parabolicontourallowsthebeam tobe focusedwithminimal energyloss.
PRIMAR Y MIRROR DESIGN
The initial task in designing the primary mirror was to calculate the maximum diameter required
to collect the laser beam. This calculation was accomplished by considering the maximum distance
at which the beam would be received, beam divergence, wave front error and beam jitter. The
maximum distance the laser was required to travel is 110000 kin. This distance was determined by
considering the maximum distance of the vehicle from the earth during thrusting and the location
of the laser power station and/or relays. The wave front error is caused by imperfections of the laser
transmitting mirror. The beam jitter is caused by fluctuations in the emission intensity produced
by non-linearity in the refractive index of the lasers active medium. Beam divergence error is the
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amount the diameter of the beam will increase as the beam travels through space. The equation
used to determine the beam diameter (Irvine) is:
Total divergence S, = _(1.3S.) 2 + _ + _]0.s tad
Where: So= 0.4138(2/D) (diffractionhalf-angle)
= 0.05x I0-6md (beam jitter assumed)
= 2/(20D) (wave fronterror)
2 = 1.315micrometers (wavelength)
D : 30 m (laser transmitter mirrordiameter)
Spot size D,,,,:
Where: R : 110000 km (maximum firing distance)
The above equation yields a maximum spot diameter of 24.0 m. It should be emphasized that for
most of the thrusting operation, the spot diameter will be smaller, or even significantly smaller, due
to thefocusingabilityof thelasertransmittingsystem. Sizingof the mirrorwas based on the spot
diameter,the minimum acceptablepower requirementsand theamount of offsetnecessaryto make
use of the peak intensityof the beam. Afterexaminingthesefactors,a mirrordiameterof 24 m
was decidedupon. A primaryconsiderationinthe selectionof the mirrorsizewas thatfringein-
tensityofthe beam spotismuch lessthan the peak intensity.
Before determining the contour of the mirror, placement of the secondary mirror needed to be de-
termined. In determining placement of the secondary mirror,
Figure 20.
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h was requiredto considerthe effectsof thermal and inertialoadson the structuralmembers.
From theseconsiderationsa focallengthapproximatelyequalto the radiusofthe primary mirror
was selected.Using the mirrordiameterand desiredfocallength,the followingequation forthe
primary mirrorcontour was obtained:
z = O.02x2 + O.02y 2
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Once the mirror geometry was determined, the pr/mary mirror surface and support structure needed
to be selected. The mirror surface that best meets the design criteria is muitilayered coatings of
dielectrics, as described in the evolution section. The selection of the facesheet material is critical
because the dielectrics must be applied in vapor form to the face.sheet. The choice is based on the
following critez_ material specific heat (Cp), surface smoothness and density.
Surface smoothness is an important characteristic because the dielectric layers are extremely thin,
0.3 micrometers, propagating any errors that occur in the faceshcet. For a given amount of ab-
sorbed energy, the temperature variaton in the material depends on the specific heat. Therefore, a
material with a higher specific heat is desirable. The two materials comidered are beryllium and
fused silica. The beryllium was chosen because it has a higher Cp (1825.4 J/kg/K) and a lower
den_ty (1850 kg/m 3) than fused _ Properties of beryllhm eanbe seen in Table 2.
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Figure 21. Primary Mirror
X
23.530 g
Two designs were considered for the support _ture of the mirror - a radial panel deign and a
hexagon panel design. The hexagon panel was selected as the basic surface element (Figure 22)
because it allows for more uniform manufacturing and a simpler supporting truss structure. For
structural stability and ease of attachment, a derivative of a honeycomb type structure is used for
the panel design (Figure 22).
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Table 9. Properties of beryllium.
Density
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Specific heat
Maximum temperature
Thermal diff_ivity
Thermal conductivity
1850 kg/m 3
8.4 x 10-6/K
1825 W/kg/K
1120 K
6.22 me/see
155 W/m/K
The structure consists of two perforated graphite epoxy panels (Figure 22) connected to the surface
layer by fused silica pegs. The panels have a side length of 1.1806 m and contains 546 fused silica
pegs that axe adhered to the individual panels with epoxy. The pegs are 2 mm in diameter and 13.0
mm long, and their main purpose is to provide stability while not signitleantly affecting the overall
mass (Table 11). One advantage of this type of structure is that a parabolic surface shape can be
closely approximated by varying the length of the pegs and curving the beryllium facesheet. This
change in curvature can be accomplished without adding any complexity to the support structure
since only the front of the panel is curved.
The majority of these panels can be assembled before being launched into orbit. Each panel will
be fastened to six small angular C-beams using two spring pins in each C-beam. These pins will
allow for easy removal and replacement of panels having suffered damage or degradation during the
service. Once the C-beams are attached to the panels, the beams may be fastened to each other
using machine bolts. To allow for transporting in the space shuttle payload bay the entire mirror
assembly will be broken down into six identical sub assemblies, and assembled in space. The re-
maining C-beams will be connected along those six joints by a latch jaw assembly.
The surface area of the primary mirror was calculated to be 456 m 2 which requires 126 hexagon
panels. The mass of the surface of the primary mirror was calculated to be 2730.9 kg resulting in
a surface mass density of 5.9888 kg/m e The spring pins and the C-beams used to attach the panels
together and support them will be discussed in more detail in the mirror support structure section.
SECONDAR Y MIRROR
The geometry of the secondary mirror was determined from the following criteria. Its function is
to redirect the converging light rays from the primary mirror in paraxial fashion toward a circular
hole at the center of the primary mirror. In order for the beam reflected, from the secondary mirror,
to be paraxial, the primary and secondary mirror must share a common focal point. Therefore, a
convex, parabolic surface was employed.
Secondary Mirror Surface:
z = 0.54x _ + 0.54y e
Diameter: 1.2 m
The secondary mirror is mounted 12.13 m along the focal path of the primary mirror at the end
of a tripod support axis structure. As stated, the beam is paraxial once it is reflected from the sur-
face of the secondary mirror and it has a diameter of 1.1 m. The diameter of this beam is directly
related to the initial spot size of the incoming laser beam on the primary mirror.
The construction of the secondary mirror consists of ten dielectric layers coated on a 2.5 em thick
beryllium slab which serves as a facesheet and structural support for mounting (Figure 23). Since
dielectrics were chosen for the the reflective surface, the secondary mirror has an initial reflectivity
of 99.9%. However, due to degradation it is assumed that the reflectivity will decrease to 98.5%
during its service life. Therefore, a cooling system will be attached to the back of the beryllium
facesheet.
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Figure 22. Hexalon PanelMulti-Layer Design.
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Figure23. SecondaryMirror.
BEAM SPLITTER
A beam splitter is incorporated into the design of the LPIV's optical train to allow equal power to
be transferred to each of its two engines. The beam splitter is located behind the primary mirror
in the center of the main truss. The beam splitter consists of two mirrors joined at a right angle,
the first being a slotted, 50 percent open surface to reflect exactly one half of the incident radiation
toward one engine. The second, aft surface reflects the remaining half of the laser beam toward the
second engine. The assembly is then rotated to an angle of 0.749 degrees. This rotation is needed
to insure symmetric positioning of the two tertiary mirrors.
The front reflective surface of the beam splitter is constructed from dielectric layers coated on a
grated beryllium facesheet (Figure 24). Diffraction of light passing through the slots calculated
from
d(sin(0) - sin(_)) = m x ,_
d = distance between centers of slits
O = angle light is deffracted
a = angle of incidence
m = the order
2 = wavelength of the laser
Using d=0.06 m, alpha=45.749 *, m= I and 2= 1.315 x I0 -s m the light passing through the
grated section is deffracted 0.0018 * which offsets the center of the beam approximately lmm in the
thrust chamber. Dielectrics are also used for the aft reflective surface layered over a beryllium
facesheet to send the rest of the beam to the engine. The length of the sides and base of the beam
splitter axe 1.23 m and 2.4 m, respectively, in order to accommodate any size of concentrated beam
reflected from the secondary mirror.
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The structure which supports the beam splitter is fastened directly to the beryllium faceshcets.
Graphite/Epox7 C-beams arc connected to the bc_llium by bolts which then allows for the struc-
tun: to be attached to a box assembly. Finally, the box assembly is then secured to the main truss
by eight circular beams (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Beam Splitter and Support Structure.
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TER TIAR Y MIRR ORS
The design of the third mirrors was critical since each will converge and direct its incident beam into
the plasma chamber of the engine. An offsetparabolicmixrorwas chosen forthisreason. The
construction of the third mirrors is similar to that of the secondary mirror except for the use of a
concave reflective surface for the third mirrors (Figure 25).
TertiaryMirrorSurface:z= 0.066x2+ 0.066ya
Diameter :1.3m
The dielectriclayersforthesemirrorsate coatedon a 2.5cm berylliumfacesheetwhich serves as
both a substrate and a mounting surface. This offers a reflectivity of 99.9% for the third mirrors.
The use of adaptive optics in the construction of the tertiary mirrors is an attractive option that
should be given more study in the future. Addaptive optics enable the the reflected beam to be
more sharply focused and centralized in the plasma chamber than a rigid minor. Thus, a mirror
ut_g addaptive optics would increase the efficiency of the engine.
OPTICAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Dielectriccoatingsoffera 99.9+ % rellectivesurfacebut overthetwo yearlifecycleofthecoating,
degradationmay cause lossesin reflectivityon the order of 1.5%. Afterthistime periodthe
dielectriclayersmust be reapplicdto ensurethatno thermaldamage willoccur.
Primary mirror: The initial reflectivity is assumed to be 99.0%. This value incorporates a 1% loss
due the inaccuracies in the curvature of the 24.0 m diameter reflecting surface. Degradation may
cause another 1.5% loss after two years, leaving a reflectivity of 97.5%.
Secondary mirror:. 99.9% of the incident energy on the secondary mirror is reflected initially, but
after degradation this amount decreases to 98.5%.
Beam splitter: Initial reflectivity of the beam splitter is 98.7% degrading to 98.1%.
Tertiary mirrors: The tertiary mirrors are similar to the secondary minor in that initial reflectivity
is 99.9% failing to 98.5% over the two year life of the reflecting surface.
For the thermal analysis of the optical system, the following average reflectivities are used in the
calculations: primary mirror 98.0%, secondary mirror 98.8%, beam splitter 99.1%, tertiary
mirror 98.8%.
THERMAL A NA L YSIS
Thermal analysisofthe opticalsystemisimportantbecausehigh absorptionofthe laser beam can
cause deformationin the mirror'smaterialsrenderingitlessefficientor even useless.In orderto
analyzethe heatingof the secondaryand tertiarymirrorsthey were assumed to be plane,circular
surfaceswith diametersof 1.2m, and 1.3m respectively.This assumption simplifiesthe math-
ematicsinthethermalcalculationsbut,theresultsarestillaccurateinestimatingthethesteadystate
temperatureobtainedin the mirrors.The radiantenergyimpingenton the surfaceofthe mirrors
and beam splittercause the temperatureof thesesurfacesto increaseaccordingto the reflectivity,
absorbtivity,and transmissivityofthe opticalrnatcrial.
The mirror will reach a steady state where it can no longer absorb any of the incoming energy. In
order to maintain equilibrium in the steady state, the energy absorbed into a structure must equal
the energy removed from the structure by radiation. An energy balance was done in order to de-
termine the steady state temperature. The absorbed energy considered was from the sun's radiation
and the laser.
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Figure 25.
where:
Tertiary Mirror Design.
Q+_xwxS=5,669x I0"s xEx T4xS
Q - laserenergyabsorbed (W)
_t= absorbu'vityofthe mirror
T = steadystatetemperature(K)
w = heatfluxofthe sun (W/m z)
S = surface area of the mirror (m 2)
E -- emissivity of mirror surface
.....Table IO. Conclusion of Thermal AnalySis.
Opticaldevice T, (K) Q, (kW)
Secondary Mirror 1376 200
Beam Splitter 1020 200
Tertiary Mirror 1113 100
From the steady state temperatures of the above optical components, it was determined that a
cooling system must be incorporated into the optical train,
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Mirror Cooling
Once the need for cooling was established, three possible systems were evaluated: a toroidal radi-
ator, a honeycomb panel heat pipe sytem and a liquid hydrogen cooling system. These systems
were required to remove a total of 600 kW of heat energy, 200 kW from the secondary mirror, 200
kW from the beam splitter, and 100 kW from each tertiary mirror. Evaluation of the cooling
schemes took into consideration the overall mass of the system, space deployment capabilities, and
manufacturing processes.
During the design of the cooling system, it became apparent that the system required to reject 600
kW of energy would add approximately 3000 kg to the vehicle mass. This would have significantly
effected the moments of inertia, and the excess mass around .the mirror would have required the
mirror truss to be strengthened. Therefore, it was decided that cooling the tertiary mirror and the
beam splitter could be accomplished using the hydrogen fuel. In this design, liquid hydrogen trav-
eling to the engines passes thru passages incorporated into the rear surfaces of the beam splitter and
the back of each tertiary mirror (Figure 26). This raises the temperature of the hydrogen to 408
K. Incorporation of this design into the present fuel feed system only required that the power of
the pump be increased to allow the fuel to travel through a longer cooling pipe. The use of the
regenerative hydrogen cooling system decreased the total amount of heat removal to the 200 kW
produced by the secondary mirror.
Since radiation is the only method of heat rejection in space, the surface area, temperature, and
emmisivity become the limiting factors for heat rejection. Stefan-Boltzmann's equation was used
to calculate the surface area required for each of the radiators. In calculating the area it was as-
sumed that in 20 years, coatings for the radiators will be capable of producing an emissivity of of
0.85. The maximum temperature of the dielectric surface was restricted to 600 K. This maximum
temperature restriction minimizes the thermal deformation in the supporting truss and the degra-
dation of the dielectrics. Using the above information a surface area of 85.058 m a was calculated
as the minimum area a cooling system would need to reject 200 kW of energy.
Placement of the cooling system was restricted by the need for symmetric loading about the center
of mass and the amount of heat radiated back on to the spacecraft. From these restrictions it was
determined that the cooling system must be placed around the perimeter of the primary mirror.
The toroidal radiator considered was derived from a low temperature, expandable power radiator
(Ref. Chow). This design was incorporated using a large toroid which encompasses the primary
mirror (Figure 27). In this design, cooling is provided by pumping water to the secondary mirror
where it is vaporized and then returned to the radiator. Heat energy is then transferred to the ra-
diator where the water is condensed and returned to the mirror by a pump.
The radiator is constructed from flexible plastics capable of being rolled into a small volume during
transportation and then joined to the LPIV in space. Because the fluid velocity is inversely pro-
portional to the corssectional area of the pipe, an internal pressure of 1 arm was selected in order
to produce lower velocities while maintaining a reasonable pipe diameter. This pressure created the
need for a wall thickness of approximately 2 ram, which resulted in a structural mass of about 175
kg. Heat is removed by 100 kg of water which serves as the working fluid.
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Figure 26. Cooling System for Beam Splitter and Tertiary Mirror
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Figure 27. Toroidal radiator.
Although the toroidal radiator has a very low overall mass, the design was rejected due to manu-
facturing difficulties and a need for a pump to circulate the working fluid. The cooling system
which seemed to be best suited for application with the LPIV is based on a honeycomb panel heat
pipe proposed by NASA. In the modified configuration, two types of heat pipes are used - a cy-
lindrical heat pipe with an arterial wick (Figure 28) and a honeycomb heat pipe (Figure 29). The
function of the cylindrical heat pipe is to provide a two way passage between the evaporator on
the back of the secondary mirror and the radiator. The arterial wick is necessary for high per-
formance heat pipes in space because it provides a low pressure path for transporting a liquid. A
second wick is used around the heat pipe's inner wall near the evaporator enabling liquid to be
distributed evenly around the heat pipe. The vapor leaving the evaporator flows in the area sur-
rounding the artery until it reaches the radiator (honeycomb heat pipe) where it condenses. Pumps
are not required in this system because capillary pressure is used to move the fluid through the ar-
terial wick.
A few problems arose when trying to incorporate this type of cooling system into the design of the
LPIV. The use of water as the working fluid way cause problems with freezing due to the tem-
perature in the earth's shadow. Possible solutions that may remedy this is to add an antifreeze to
the water or to have a heater which would keep the water above its freezing temperature.
The other problems were the interference of the incoming laser beam with the cylindrical heat pipes
that run along the tripod supports and the radiator that is positioned around the perimeter of the
primary mirror. 2 crn of a multi-layer insulation is used around the cylindrical heat pipe to provide
a passage through which the working fluid can pass without changing states. The radiator is
mounted behind the primary mirror to protect it from laser beam radiation.
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Honeycomb Heat Panel Design
OPTICAL SUPPORT STRUCTURES
The main objective of the optical support structures was to minimize displacement errors occurring
along the optical path. Errors occur in the variation of the primary mirror shape, deflection of the
secondary mirror tripod support, beam splitter motion, and tertiary mirror displacements. The
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secondary mirror tripod support, beam splitter motion, and tertiary mirror displacements. The
primary mirror's supports were required to be of minimal mass while providing rigidity, The
maximum error allowed in the primary mirror is +/- 0.01 m from the initial contour. Using this
criteria two support structures were considered. The first design consisted of six I-beam spokes
joined together by a central hub (Figure 30). The individual hexagon panels were then connected
together and fastened to the spokes by smaller C- beams. This design provided very high rigidity
but was accompanied by a high mass.
PRIMARY MIRROR STRUCTURE
INITIAL CONFIGURATION
ALL MEMBERS FABRICATED FROM GRAPHITE EPOXY
Figure 30. Spoke Mirror Supports,
Another design that was considered was a truss type structure. The truss consisted of tripod sup-
port behind each hexagon panel which were interconnected at the tripod vertices by a truss member
( Figure 31and Figure 32). Each tripod member was calculated to be 1.670 m in length with an
inner and outer radius of 0.0595 m and 0.06 m, respectively. The connecting members were 2.045
m in length with an outer radius of 0.080 m and an inner radius of 0.0790 m. The material chosen
for these members was graphite/epoxy with a chromatic acid anodized aluminum foil coating (ref.
Dursch). This support design was chosen because it provided the primary mirror with high rigidity
and lower mass than the spoke structure (Table 11). The hexagon surface panels are attached to
angular C-beams (Figure 34) by a spring pin method (Figure 35). As mentioned in section 3.3 the
pins are placed through notched holes in two places on each C-beam. This method of construction
will allow easy EVA replacement of individual panels.
The hexagon panels are then joined together by bolting together the C-beams. The hexagon panels
are prejoined before launch by machine bolting the C-beams together everywhere except along six
joints. The remaining six joints are attached together in space by using a latch jaw mechanism
(Figure 36). This structure is then attached to the tripod members by a collet joint fastened to the
C-beam. A mass analysis of the primary mirror support structure is presented in Table 1 I.
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Figure 35. Spring-pin Mirror Connector.
One of the most critical design features of the optical tram was the tripod support for the secondary
mirror (Figure 37). While considering the possible types of members, a rectangular support and a
tri-beam supportwere armlyzed. The rectangular beam was merely a thin _ beam which would
resist bending while blocking little of the laser beam. The tri-beam support is constructed from
three tubular beams joined together every 4. I m by small cross members (Figure 38). The tri-beam
support was chosen because it provided the best combination of minimal overall mass and high
strength. The size of each member is 16.016 m in length, 0.0474 m outer radius, and 0.0023 m in
thickness. These members are also constructed from graphite/epoxy with an aluminum foil coating.
The analysis which was performed on the tripod calculated the maximum deformation that would
occur due to a non-uniform temperature change of 75 K. The largest deflections which result from
such loading conditions are less than 0.0005 m. These deflections are well within our limit of error
for the optical train. Due to possible errors in the calculation of the change in temperature the
accuracy of this analysis may be off. Therefore, the need may arise to compensate for deflections
that will decrease the optical efficiency below the minimum acceptable efficiency. A possible sol-
ution could be to attach a hydraulic pushrod to the end of each support arm and link this by a
computer to the optical system.
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Figure 37. Tripod Placement.
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Table 11. Optical Train Masses.
Primary Mirror Masses
Hexagon PaneLs:
Material Density (kg/m 3)
Beryllium 1850
Dielectrics 2700
Gr/Ep 1765
Fused Silica 2190
TOTAL Mirror mass
Thickness (m) Area (m') Mass (kg)
0.002 456 1688.5
3.29 x 10 -6 456 4.1
0.002 292 1029.2
0.013 .00373 8.2
2730.9
C-Beam Comer Joints:
Truss Structure:
Cross-sectionalarea:
Member length:
Volume:
Number of members:
TOTAL MASS:
4.00x I0-'4m z
0.50m
2.00x 104 m 2
756
266.9kg
Tripod members
radius:
inner
outer
length:
Cross-sectionalarea:
Number ofmembers:
TOTAL MASS
Connecting members
0.0595 m
0.0600 m
1.670 m
1.877 x 10.4 m"
378
209.1 kg
radius:
inner
outer
length:
Cross-sectional area:
Number of members:
TOTAL MASS:
TOTAL Truss mass
0.079 m
0.080 m
2.045 m
4.995 x I0 -4 m z
339
611.2 kg
820.3 kg
Total Primary Mirror Mass: 3818.1 kg
Secondary Mirror Mass: 90 kg
Beam Splitter: 85 kg
Tertiary: 110 kg
TOTAL OPTICAL SYSTEM MASS 4103.1 kg
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STRUCTURES
IN TROD UC TION
Technology in the field of spacecraft structures and materials engineering has experienced a rapid
growth in recent years. Materials such as aluminum, used in early spac_ vehicles, have been re-
placed by composite, metal-matrix, and thermoplastic materials. For certain applications these
materials may be preferred over aluminum because of their high strength to weight properties and
high modulus characteristics. Due to the strict rigidity requirements of the optical system for the
LPIV, proper material selection satisfying the structural integrity requirements of the spacecraft
plays a key role in the development of the truss structure. The primary reclui_ment for the struc=
ture of the LPIV is that it is able to withstand all inertial, aerobraking, and docking loads. Other
objectives for its design include: (1) minimiTation of structural weight, (2) _tion of
dispacements due to thermal loading, and (3) minimiTation of material degradation due to space
environment.
TRUSS DESIGN
In order to develop a main truss structure that will satisfy the mission r,_tuirements three types of
truss structures were considered, specifically a box truss, triangle truss, and an octetruss. A box type
main truss design was proven to be most suitable. One reason why this configuration was chosen
over the triangle-type truss was because it withstands torsion better. A reason it was chosen over
the octetruss was due to the mass savings incurred in such a design. Two configurations of the box
tress considered are shown in Figure 39 (Ref. Kempster).
The main truss is 37.5 m in length and 5.3 m x 5.3 m square in cross section. The overall length
of the truss was chosen mainly for placing the engines far enough away from the main mirror to
_e any effects of the plumes. Seven 5.3 m x 5.3 m unit boxes make up the main truss with
members connected by aluminum nodes shown in Figure 40.
Material Selection
Thee materials considered in the deveiopment of the main truss structure arc aluminum,
boron/aluminum, and graphite epoxy. Strength and stress characteristics as well as high modulus
properties arc shown in Table 12.
Criteria for suitable material selection include: (1) high strength to mass and stress to mass char-
acteristics, (2) low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), (3) low degradation due to the space
environment, and (4) product availability and service life.
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Figure 39. Truss Configuration
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Figure40. Node Connectors
Table 12. Material Properties
Property Aluminum Boron/Aluminum P75S/934
E_(GPa) 68.9 230.3 262
F_(GPa) 68.9 160 9
Ei/densi_
(xi0*m 2/a) 24.6 92.5 148.4
Ez/ density
(x ! (Pinzt'') 24.6 64.3 5. I
The graphite epoxy P75S/934 with a (O, 4-20, O,) layup has been selected because it satisfies all
requirements more readily than the other materials. Certain problems with graphite epoxy in the
space environment such as outgassing may be dealt with by applying a chromic anodized aluminum
foil to the outside of the truss members. Use of this foil not only decreases outgassing but also
lowers the CTE. A report by Boeing which tested this graphite epoxy arrangement in a LEO en-
vironment indicated that the maximum change in temperature the members will undergo is 67 K
and that the foil helps in the reduction of space environment effects such as: temperature cycling,
solar radiation absorption, atomic oxygen degradation, vacuum, micrometeoroids, space debris and
microcracking due to thermal loading (Ref. Dursch). Graphite epoxy has been used and commer-
daily produced for quite some time now in space applications and has been shown to have a long
lifetime of use.
Static Analysis
In order to perform the static analysis on the main truss structure and other structural components,
"Structural Analysis Software for Micros" (SSAM) by BJ. Korites has been used. SSAM performs
a static finite element analysis ut_g the "direct stiffness" method in order to determine nodal
displacements and member forces (Ref. Korites). Assumptions used in the modeling of the truss
for analysis are: (1) a statically loaded truss structure, (2) all nodes represent end fittings modeled
asfrictionlessballand socketjoints, incapableof inducingbendinginthe members (Ref.SLICK),
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and (3) engine thrust, payload and mirror assembly inertial loads ate distributed over appropriate
nodes of the truss.
Due to symme*,zy, only half of the truss structure needed to be analy'z_[. Figure 41 shows thrust
and inertial loads applied to the truss for analysis. These loads include a factor of sai'ety (FS) of 2
to account for any loads that have not been considered such as dynamic, docking, etc. A worst case
thrusting load, diagonal to the box truss, is used for the analyses to determine maximum displace-
merits. Aside from static analysis, SSAM performs thermal analyses of structures. Thermal radi-
ation is the major contributor to structural deformations for the LPIV.
Figure 41.
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Representation of Thrust and Inertial Loads
Thermal Analysis
Thermal representation of the truss structure in SSAM requires specification of ternperature gradi-
ents for each member. A worst case scenario is again used to predict maximum thermal loading
deformations on the truss. Figure 42 illustrates the scenario. The structure is placed in LEO
where it is subjected to the highest changing levels of radiation during its mission. Temperatures
of members ate obtained when applied thermal loads input into each member reach equilibrium
with radiation reradiated from each member. Each member is subjected to solar, earth, and earth
albedo radiation in the space environment (Ref. Mahaney). Figure 43 shows a representation of
the radiation effects on a member.
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Figure 42. Thermal Loading Scenario
Figure 43.
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Radiation Effects on Truss Member
Expressions for each type of radiation arc:
(i)
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(2)
(3)
qa--1390AFaFcos 0 (4)
where:
4" member emittedradiation
q, -solaradiation
q.-earthradiation
qo-earthalbedoradiation
¢- Stefan-Boltzmannconstant
-emim'vityofmaterial
a -absorptivityofmaterial
0 and ¢ - spacecraftorientation
F -view factor
AF -albedofactor
7". - meml_t tcmpc_turcs
T -blackbody radiation(289 K)
heration of the following equation until equilibrium occurs results in the memb_'s temperatu_
under the assumed pa_meters.
(5)
Assumptions in calculating the thermal displacements are (Ref. Mahaney): (1) all elements axe
isothermal (no conduction between members), (2) aluminum joints are disregarded, and (3) mate-
rial properties are considered constant.
Combined Results
Data obtainedfrom the static analyseswas combined with thedataobtainedfrom the thermalan-
alysesin orderto determinetotaldisplacementsof thetrussnodes. Table 13 shows theresultsfor
both trussesanalyzed.
Table 13. Maximum Nodal Displacements
Figure Max. Displacement (mm)
18A 1.314
18B 1.310
Although the secondtrussof Figure 39 shows lessdisplacement,a mass savingsto maximum dis-
placementof 603 (kg/mm) compared to 560 (kg/mm) fortheRrsttruss,indicatesthatthefirstruss
will best meet the mission requirements of the LPIV.
Mass Analysis
As indicated in the previous section, the ftrst truss of Figure 39 has a better mass to displacement
ratio than the second truss. The graphite epoxy material selected for the structure meets the rigidity
criteria while minimizing overall mass. Table 14 compares masses of the first truss in Figure 39
made up of the different materials considered. Members making up the truss have a 4.74 em outer
radius and a 4.54 cm inner radius and varying lengths of 3.75, 5.3, and 7.5 meters arc used in the
mass analysis.
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Table 14. Mass Savings Analysis
Material Density (kg/m _) Mass (kg) Percent Savings
AI 2800 1146 0
B/A! 2490 1023 1I
P75S/934 1765 734 36
Stress Analysis
Stress analysis was performed using the SSAM program. The program calculates individual and
global member stresses of the structure. Using the formula for critical loading of a cylindrical beam,
P_, = (_r)_EI/L 2, the critical stress calculated is 273.4 kPa. The SSAM program determined the
maximum stress the truss encounters to be 138.4 kPa which fell weU under the critical stress value.
This sL,'ess occurs in a vertical member in the first cubical area past the center structure.
MA IN TRUSS SUMMA R Y
In order to arrive at a good truss structure design, many steps must be accomplished. Overall
configuration, material selection, and structural analysis are some of the steps that must be done in
order to arrive at a valid design. Data presented through a static analysis indicates that the truss in
Figure 44 will be the best suited design to satisfy LPIV project requirements. Member displace-
ments are slight which satisfies structural rigidity requirements for the optical train.
PAYLOAD
PLACEMENT
MIRROR
PLACEMENT
Figure 44. Truss Isometric
Stresses encountered during the trip have been determined to be significantly less than the critical
stress determined. Selection of graphite epoxy composite material with the chromic anodized alu-
minum foil resulted in a minimization of structural weight and degradation due to the space envi-
ronment allowing for a longer life cycle,
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DOCKING MECHANISM
In designing the docking mechanism for the LPIV, the basic objective is to capture and _y
attach together two bodies in space autonomously. For our mission, the LPIV must dock with the
orbiting Earth station as well as the station located in lunar orbit. The requirements under con-
sideration are: assuring initial coupling of the two bodies, proper alignment of the ships, absorbing
the shock of impact and effecting the link-up of ships while assuring undocking of the ships after
termination of the joint flight.
To assure initial coupling and alignment of ships, a range and range rate system is required. This
system measures the relative distance from the measuring point to the object during docking and
closing maneuvers. To dampen the shock of impact, shock absorbers are properly placed on the
docking mechanism.
Range and Range Rate System
Radar and laser devices arc common methods for measuring range and range rate of distant objects.
However, radar devices have a limited minimum range due to the relatively long time duration of
transmitted pulses used for measurement. Also, laser devices require sophisticated targets on the
object,but this system may be usedifthereisno potentialdamaging effectsoftheradiationon the
targets.
A device invented by Jim Russell, Olin Graham, and Walter Epperly is a good choice since no radar
or high powered laserisrequired(Ref.Graham). As shown in Figure45 thisdeviceconsistsof a
triangulation system for measuring range by means of an opto-electrical camera. Figure 45 illus-
trates the range and range rate system. The system (I0) includes an opto-electric camera (30). A
helium neon laser (12) produces a source beam (13) of coherent light which is applied to a beam
splitter (16). The beam splitter applies a reference beam (17) to the camera and produces an out-
going beam applied to a first angularly variable reflector (20) which directs the outgoing beam (24)
to the distant object. An incoming beam (26) is reflected from the object to a second angularly
variable reflector (22) which reflects the incoming beam to the opto-electric camera via the beam
splitter. The first reflector and second reflector are configured with respect to the beam splitter so
that the distance D travelled by the outgoing beam from the beam splitter and the first reflector is
the same as the distance travelled by the incoming beam from the second reflector to the beam
splitter. The reference beam produces a reference signal in the geometric center of the camera. The
incoming beam produces an object signal at the camera. The difference between the reference signal
and the object signal is used, with manual or automatic means, to vary the angle A between the
outgoing beam from the first reflector and the reference line (39) between reflecting points of the
first and second reflectors and the angle B between the incoming beam from the second reflector
and the reference line. The angles A and B arc maintained essentially equal. The difference be-
tween the reference signal and object signal is used to provide an input to a rotator driven circuit
(42) to vary the angles of the fn-st and second reflectors until the reference signal and object signal
axe coincident. Range R is then determined as R = D tan A.
Docking Mechanism Design
Figure46 illustratesthe dockingmechanism configuration(Ref.Bums). The passivehalfconsists
of a triangular frame (for stability purposes) with three alignment grooves. The frames are struc-
turally supported by six shock struts for energy attenuation. A simple analysis of shock absorbers
is given in Appendix B. The shock struts contain latches to rigidize them after capture. The passive
frame will be attached to the space station. The active side consists of a triangular frame with three
alignment keys to match the grooves in the passive frame. On three sides triangular capture guides
provide guidance for the passive frame to be nested with the active frame. Contoured within the
capture guide is the capture and structure latch mechanism. The active frame is mounted to the
LPIV truss by fasteners (Figure 47) and epoxy and has a mass of approximately 90 kg. Solenoids
in each latch axe activated by proximity switches in the face of the active frame. The actuation of
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thesolenoidsrelease the capture and structure latches to contain and hold the passive frame. Dual
motor actuators retract the latches to provide structural rigidity and alignment.
Figure 48 shows the mechanism in three states - ready, capture, and structure latch (Ref. Bums).
In the ready position the spring=loaded latch is retracted below the surface of the capture guide.
When the passive frame activates three or more of the proximity switches, the frame is within the
capture range of the latches. The capture solenoids axe actuated and the latches, driven by springs,
move to the capture position. The latch drive actuators pull the latch drive link down and clamp
the two frames together and engage the alignment keys. The drive actuator springs and solenoids
are dual to provide operation after one failure.
Fi_nzre 49 illustrates a dual motor rotary actuator which is larger than required for the latch
actuator, but serves to demonstrate the dual motor drive concept to be used (Re/'. Bums). Both
DC motors normally drive through a differential planetary gear train to the output shaft. If one
motor fails either by loss of power or jams, the other motor will drive the output shaft at full torque
at half the rate. A brake on the armature of each motor prevents backdriving the failed motor with
the active motor.
PAYLOAD MODULE
A detachablepayloadmodule isrequiredto providethe LPIV withthe flexibilityto carrya variety
of cargo.The shape which bestmeshed withthe LPIV configurationwas a cylindricalshape. The
dimensions of the module are shown in Figure 50. The radius of the payload module is 2.6 m
because it is the largest radius that could be integrated with the placement of the module on the
LPIV.
The module is constructed out of boron aluminum as opposed to graphite/epoxy, because of its
higher shear modulus. The payload module is wrapped with two aluminum bands to allow for easy
attachment and added structural support. There will also be four hatch beams attached to the in-
side of the module to prevent fracture due to bending. The walls of the module will be 0.0005 m
thick, each band will be 0.002 m thick and will be attached to the module with epoxy. The hatch
beams will be 0.001 m thick.
The payloadmodule isattachedto theLPIV insidethebox trusswhich extendsout from themain
trussoppositeof the mirror.Around each band, four0.02m diameterholeswillbe drilled.The
payload willthen be securedto the craftby the insertionof eightlatchpins. Overallthispayload
willallowthe LPIV to accomplisha multi-transportrolein future.
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Figure46. Dockingmechanismconfiguration
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Figure 48. Docking mechanism in three states
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PROPULSION
INTR ODUCTION
The concept of a laser powered interorbital transfer vehicle rests on the technology to produce en-
gines that will transfer laser power to the propellant, thus eliminating the need to transport heavy
oxidizers. The three methods of converting the laser energy into the thermal energy of the
propellant are molecular resonance absorption, particulate absorption process and the inverse
Bremsstrahlung (IB) process, Molecular resonance absorption involves seeding the propellant with
molecules which undergo transition from their ground state to a higher vibrational energy state by
absorbing a photon. This process is very wavelength sensitive, in that only certain chemicals will
undergo the appropriate transition for a particular wavelength. The chemicals involved may react
with the chamber walls or propellant, and the process has a maximum temperature dependent on
the energy state reached (Ref. Boeing).
The particulate absorption process seems to be more favorable than molecular resonance. As its
name implies, particles opaque to laser light are introducedinto the rocket chamber with the
propellant. Since they are opaque, they absorb energy from the light. As the particles heat up, they
heat the hydrogen around them eventually forming a plasma. Possible additives include cesium,
cesium and water, nitrous oxide and carbon monoxide, and water and carbon monoxide. The
carbon monoxide mixtures have been found to be more absorptive at the lower wavelengths such
as the one which is of interest to this study (,t - 1.315_m). Particuhte absorption has been chosen
as a scheme for plasma initiation in the LPIV.
After the plasma is initialized, it will be maintained through the inverse Bremsstrahlung mechanism
(and particularly electron-ion IB). The additive is gradually decreased until pure hydrogen is all that
remains being injected into the chamber. The IB process works because at very high temperatures,
the hydrogen becomes opaque. AS the laser beam impinges upon the plasma, the photons transfer
their energy through inelastic collisions with the electrons, atoms, molecules and ions of the now
opaque hydrogen. This process occurs for any wavelength and has a high temperature Limit set only
by the laser power (Ref. Boeing). During the process, electrons of the hydrogen are released
through the collisions with photons. These electrons then leave the plasma area to impact with the
surrounding hydrogen in the chamber, aiding in further heating the hydrogen.
Depending on the optical arrangement, a single plasma or an array of plasmas may be created in
the engine chamber. The engines will be of the single plasma type because their small size does
not justify the complexity of a multi-plasma system, and most of the present knowledge of the
plasma system is on single plasmas. While multi=plasmas may help to increase the heating of the
hydrogen, their stability characteristics are obscure. Also considered was the fact that the primary
mirror captures the beam off-center, possibly leading to an uneven temperature distribution be=
tween the plasmas of a multi- plasma system. This effect is diminished by the use of a single plasma
engine. Preliminary research, done on low power argon plasmas has concluded that stable plasmas
may be maintained through the use of long focal length lenses as long as the forced convective flow
through the chamber is high enough to keep the plasma near the focus. If the flow is not fast
enough to accomplish this, the plasma wiU migrate up the beam away from the focus resulting in
an off-axis temperature maximum lower than that which would be achieved were the plasma con-
tained near the focus. Although this upstream movement increases thermal radiation losses from
the plasma to the surrounding hydrogen, it lowers power absorption, and decreases the stability of
the plasma. Increasing laser power has the similar effect of causing the plasma to move upstream
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and,at a point, become unstable (Ref. Keefer). Obviously, very extensive and detailed experiments
with a prototype engine will be needed to find an optimum balance of power and flow velocity in
order to maintain a stable plasma.
ENGINE DESIGN
Initially, a hybrid system including a chemical rocket for injection from Earth or moon orbit to the
earth-moon transfer orbit was planned. Thespiral orbit adopted later made this unnecefaary due
to the fact that the nearly continuous laser engine bum was found to be adequate. The engine
parameters have been established on the ba._ of the az_tmptiom listed in Table 15.
The power of the incoming laser has been assumed to be 15 MW. The power losses through the
optical system were assumed as explained in the section discussing the effects of degradation of the
reflective sm'faces. Previous studies suggest a specific impulse of 1500 seconds as a realistic value
with a moderato area ratio of the exit nozzle (Ref. Jeng). It has also been shown that increasing
the area ratio beyond 10 does not significantly increase the !,p (Ref. McKay). Thermal conversion
efficiency is also based on current literature (Ref. Kvefer) and may be conservative for the projected
technology level assumed for th_ project, the year 2020.
Table 15. Basic Data and Assumptions
Power of incoming laser (P)
Optical train efficiency Ho,,
Thermal conver_on efficiency (H_)
SpecmcImpu 
15 MW
0.948
50%
1500 sec
From the energy equation,the thrust of each laser engine is:
(PHoptHth)
T -- ffi 483.2 N
go = acceleration due to gravity at Earth's _a_face = 9.8 m/see 2
The propellant mass flow rate is:
tn = T = 0.033 kgl sec
(Ispg,)
Chamber pressure and bulk temperature have been obtained from approximate 1-D calculations
of nonequih'brium flow through a nozzle having an area ratio of 36 and producing a specific impulse
of 1500 sec with a thermal efficiency of 50 percent. Initial calculations indicated the values as fol-
lows:
chamber temperature, To = 4500 K
chamber pressure, Po ffi 6.8 atm
Becausethe absorptionoflaserenergyisstronglydependenton the laserwavelengthand gas pres-
sure,itwas necessaryto examine theabsorptivityofthehydrogen plasma atthepressureof6.8attn.
Based on thestudiesdone on radiantenergyabsorption(Ref.Caledonie,Pirri),theabsorptiondue
to electron-ionand electron-neutralIB was calculated.Itwas found thatby increasingthechamber
pressureto I0 atrn,the absorptioncoefficientof 1.315#m can be raisedto valuesrangingfrom 0.28
cm -ito 0.34cm -_at temperaturesrangingfrom 17000 K to 20000 K. This willbe sufficientto
accomplishfullabsorptionin a shortdistanceinsidetheplasma. To keep the specificimpulseof
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1500 sec, while the pressure is increased to I0 arm, the chamber pressure should bc lowered to
about 4400 K.
The size of the laser sustained, hot plasma ( > 14000 K) depends on the laser power, flow velocity
and chamber pressure. From published data (Ref. Jeng)_ it has been estimated that at a pressure
of I0 arm and a velocity of 20 m/s, the laser intensity required for sustaining a plasma will be
around 3.2 x l0 s W/cm z. The corresponding diameter of the highly absorbing plasma will be about
5 cm. The maximum diameter of the chamber and the throat diameter have been established from
calculations based on high temperature hydrogen data reported by Patch. The main engine pa-
rameters am summarized in Table 16.
Table 16. Engine Characteristics
Laser power entering each engine
Thrust
Propellant mazs flow rate
Nozzle inlet stagnation temp
Chamber pressure
Average chamber flow velocity
Chamber diameter (max)
Throat diameter
Nozzle area ratio
7.11 MW
483 N
0.033 kg/sec
44O0 K
I0 arm
20 m/see
30 cm
2cm
36
A schematic of the proposed engine is shown in Figure 51. The engine configuration has been
sdected from evaluation of various options, which differed primarily in optical arrangement for the
las_ beam entry. A mar entry has been chosen over asid¢ one because it eliminates possible im-
pacting on the opposite wall which may cause a serious wall overheating problem. An initlal con-
figuration using a focusing lens as a window to the engine was rejected in favor of an arrangement
consisting of a parabolic focusing mirror (tertiary mirror) and a flat window. Such a_,rangement
results in longer focal lengths (which tend to improve plasma stability) and allows more flexibility
in focusing ability (by using adaptive optics for the tertiary mirror). Also, the size of the window
can be somewhat reduced. A possible candidate for the window material is sapphire, recommended
by its high strength and high transmissivity ( > 99%).
COOLING
Since the high temperature plasma leads to an intense, mostly radiative heat transfer to the chamber
walls, regenerative cooling combined with possibly high rdlectivity of the internal chamber surface
will be necessary to preserve the integrity of the chamber walls. The hydrogen propellant will be
used as the coolant medium. About 20% of the hydrogen delivered to the engine will be injected
directly to cool the window (Figure 52). The rest (80%) will be passed through four helical coils
to cool the chamber and nozzle walls. The now gaseous propellant is then injected into the engine
chamber through rings stationed at various locations along the flowfield (Figure 53). The wall
temperature on the gas side is limited by the material properties. Tungsten, considered for this
design due to its relatively high ultimate strength at high temperatures and its good heat transfer
properties, was assumed to have an upper operational temperature of about 2800 K. Preliminary
calculations of the regenerative cooling system have been carried out with the following assump-
tions:
Temperature of hydrogen entering cooling system = 407 K
Maximum temperature of the hydrogen entering the chamber = 2300 K
Maximum temperature of the chamber internal wall = 2800 K
Pressure at entrance to cooling system = 20 arm
Pressure at injectors to engine chamber = 12.5 atm
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Figure 52. Hydrogen Injection Schematic-Front View
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Figure 53. Hydrogen InjectionSchematic-SideView
The results have indicated the following parameters for a four helical cooling pipe system.
Length of each helical tubing = 7.5 m
Diameter of robing = 15 mm
TURNTABLE
One of the requirements for the LPIV is an ability to rotate the engines through 360 degrees. In
order to achieve this goal, a turntable is needed at both ends of the main truss to rotate the engines
independently from the rest of the ship. In the preliminary design, two types of turntables were
considered. The ftrst type ut;1;Ted a single, centrally located motor assembly which rotated both
engines through the use of a rod and gear assembly. This option was discarded due to the problems
associated with a telescoping main truss, as prescribed in the aeroassisted version of the LFIV.
The second turntable configuration considered uses two electrical motors to individually rotate each
engine. Each engine assembly is connected to a 3 m diameter gear ring, which is attached to the
main truss by four graphite epoxy members. The incoming laser beam passes through a hole in the
center of the ring, where it is reflected off a tertiary mirror and into the engine chamber. Fuel lines
to each engine are flexible, allowing the expansion and contraction necessary as the fuel tanks move
along the tracks. The turntable assembly, consisting of the bearing plate, gear ring, supports, and
beams are all made of graphite epoxy P75S1934, resulting in a mass of 547 kg and requiring 3.14
W to operate. Both the turntable and engine assembly axe shown collectively in Figure 54, and
isometrically in Figure 55. The torque and power required to operate the turntable was calculated
from the thrust force (483 N), bearing friction and the maximum angular velocity, derived from
orbital calculations.
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Figure 54. Turntable and Engine Assembly
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IFigure 55. IsometricEngine/TurntableAssembly
Since the turntable must rotate the engine independently from the rest of the ship, it is coupled to
the reaction control system operated by a computer to keep the engine oriented correctly. When
the engine needs to be turned, the motor will activate and rotate the bearing which, in turn, will
rotate the engine to its new position. As the engine turns, the flexible hose, connected from the fuel
tank to the engine, will be either emended or contracted depending on the position of the engine
by the spring device.
The studies done on this type of propulsion techniques indicate a strong possibility of usage in the
near future. Advances in the areas of materials, heat transfer, and'plasma studies will no doubt
enhance the advantages of this efficient and economical mode of transportation, especially for the
steady use of such space vehicles as the LPIV.
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REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
INTR OD UCTION
For a vehicle such as the LFIV, attitude control is crucial because of the necessity of maintaining
continuous contact with the laser power system. The reaction control system (RCS) provides the
LPIV with attitude control and translational mobility. It is required that the RCS provide attitude
control during burns of themain engines without generating plurn_ which might interfere with the
opticaltrain.To achievethis,controlmoment gyros(CMG's) areused to rotatethe LPIV's main
mirror into alignment with the power satellite to m:eive the laser beam. For those periods when
attitude adjustment is needed and the main engines are not firing, small attitude control rockets are
fired to generate the necessary torques. Larger rockets are used to adjust for orbital errors and to
provide mobility when docking.
DETERMINATION OF ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Since the LPIV has two planes of symmetry, only rotations about two body axes are requir_ to
achieve any d_ired orientation in receiving the power beam. These axes are depicted in
Figure 56. A rotation about the x axis is a roll, while a rotation about the z axis is a yaw. This
symmetry is utiliTed to reduce the number of gyros necessary to provide three-dimensional control
of attitude from three to two.
X
Y
Figure 56. LPIV body axes
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Usingthe globalradiusvectorsof the LPIV andthelaserpowerstation(LPS),it is possible to
determine the pitch and yaw angles the LPIV has to assume in order to track the LPS. The roll
angle is defined as being the inclination of a plane orthogonal to the LPIV's body axis relative to
the global xy plane. The yaw angle is simply the anomaly of the power satellite defined in this in-
clined plane, centered at the LPIV. A graphical depiction of these features is found in Figure 57.
LASERSTATION
LASERSTATION
anql.
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imaRinary plane of the
laser station's orbit.
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station to the LPIV
Figure 57. Graphic depiction of yaw and roll angles
Using these angles and the time steps between them, it is possible to calculate the angular acceler-
ations about the roll and yaw axes necessary to achieve the orientation of the next time step. This
is done as follows:
rol = foul+  ,ou t + O. ,ou t 2
Thez_'_oz¢,
"%itm 2(roll 2 -- roll 1 -- carouAOlAt
mroa2m mroll+ aroU_t
Using these formulae, the angular accelerations needed by the LPIV are known. By multiplying
these accelerations by the moment of inertia of the LPIV about the corresponding axis, a required
torque is computed which will Orient the LPIV as it needs to be. CMG's are the components
needed to accomplish this process.
CONTROL MOMENT GYROS
The task of generating the torques necessary for the angular accelerations is performed by the con-
trol moment gyros (CMG's). In space, with nothing to work against, a torque cannot be directly
applied to the LPIV using a device such as an electric motor. What is needed is some form of
'torque lever" which translates a torque about one axis into an equal torque about another. This
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is exactly what a CMG does. An electric motor appllesa torque about an axis_q:)endicular to the
spin axis. The momentum of the gyroscope determines at what rate it rotates about that axis (Re£
Nutates). As the gyroscope rotates, it also precesscs, that is, it rotates about its other axis which
is perpendicular to the spin axis (Ref. Roberson). This concept is illustrated simply in Figu_ 58.
To be used in a spacecraft, the gyroscope should bc fix_ rigidly to the ship in the direction of
precession, so that the whole ship precesses with it. The procession rate is dictated by the applied
torque and the moment of inertia of the ship, not just the gyroscope.
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Ref. Roberson
Figure $8. Gyroscopicprecessionin responseto nutation
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Shouldthegyroscope precess a full ninety degrees in either _on, its momentum vector is now
parallel to the rotation vector. If this occurs, no amount of rotation will produce a torque. The
gyroscope is said to be saturated. The only remedy for saturated gyroscopes is to apply an outsid,
torque before the gyroscopes become saturated. By working the gyros against this torque, it is
possible to recover all preeessions and set the gyro to zero precession. For this reason, a
desaturization rocket system is implemented to complement the CMG's.
Configuration
Two gyros are placed within the boom near the C.G. These are aligned with their momentum
vectors perpendicular to the xy and xz planes so that they can provide torques about tim roll and
yaw axes. The location and orientation of these gyros may be seen in Figure 59.
Truss Members
Medium Thrust
RCS Rockets
Low Thrust
RCS Rockets
Figure $9. RCS Systems Locations
Side view looking at
the end of the main truss.
Precession and torque calculations
By precessingthe gyros,the whole ship_ rotated to align the primary mirror with the beam from
the laser power station. The precession angles needed throughout the orbit are determined directly
from orbital data obtained in the computer simulation. Since the gyros directly maneuver the LPIV
to the desired angle, knowing the angle makes it possible to determine the precession angles trig-
.onometrically. The only variation to a straight trig solution lies in the fact that an angular spin rate
ts generated with each acceleration used to obtain the precession angle. Graphical representations
of the precession angle as a function of time about both the roll and yaw axes are in Figure 60.
The zig-zag nature is a result of computing the accelerations only once every 120 seconds.
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Figure 60. Precession angles as a function of time.
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The torques necessary to generate the precessions of each time step are determined by multiplying
that axis' moment of inertia by the acceleration required to achieve the desired final angle, Values
for the moments of inertia of the craft are given in Table 17.
Table 17. Moments of Inertia
Non-Aerobraked Aerobraked
Ix = 1.689 x 10_kg-m ' 1.921 x 106kg-m 2
Iy = 1.309 x 10_kg-m 2 1.507 x 10*kg-m 2
Iz = 1.450 x 106kg-m 2 1.648 x 106kg-m z
Table 18. Maximum Precession Angle of Gyros
Precession Angular rate
RoLl 0.22323 rad -0.00372 rad/sec _
Yaw 0.11649 rad -0.00194 tad/sec 2
Table 19. CMG Specifications
Angular momentum 305 N-m-see
Output Torque 305 N-m-see
Mass 52.2 kg
Size -
Length 0.89 m
Width 0.57 m
Height 0.24 m
Power -
Standby 15 W
Quiescent 50 W
Torquing (peak) 250 W
Selection of gyros
The type of gyro selected for the CMG's must be able to output the maximum torque required by
the precession accelerations while minimizing power consumption. The mass of the gyro should
be kept tow, and it should be capable of unlimited rotation.
The maximum precession angles and their associated angular rates are listed in Table 18. The
maximum torques specify what torque the selection gyroscope must be capable of delivering. The
maximum precession angles are used to determine the greatest possible desaturization that may
have to be performed by the desaturization rockets.
The gyro selected for the LPIV is similar to the Sperry M225 (Ref. Sperry). Data for power con-
sumption, weight, etc. are found in Table 19. These specifications differ from those issued for a
Sperry M225 in two regards. It is felt that by the time predicted for this vehicle's construction, the
same torque levels and momentums will be possible with at least a ten percent reduction in mass
and size, without increasing the power requirement. These predictions are responsible for the dif-
ferences between published data and those in Table 19.
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DESA TURIZA TION ROCKET SYSTEM
Low thrust rockets are used to desaturate the CMG's whenever the LPS is in the Earth's shadow
and therefore unable to provide power to the LPIV. The LPS is in the Earth's shadow for forty
minutes once during each of its orbits around the Earth. During this time, the desaturization
rockets will be fired to generate a torque equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to that necessary
to reverse the precession of the CMG's.
Determination of thrust requirements
Knowing that the shadow time for the power satellite is 840 seconds the angular acceleration and
the torque required to desaturate the gyro within that time period is computed from:
_=2x_-_o xdt 2
T--Ixa
The propellant chosen for the desaturation rockets is hydrazine, mainly because of its high specific
impulse (230 seconds) in comparison to other gaseous monopropellants. A monopropellant is
preferred because of its simplicity and high reliability. Hydrazine wiU be used for attitude control
in the space station which the LPIV services. A diagram of a probable attitude nozzle configuration
is given in Figure 61 (Ref. Sutton).
Figure 61. Typical attitude control rocket utilizing hydrazine
Because of their reduced moment arm, a higher level of thrust is required for the yaw rockets to
perform the same precession as the roLl rockets. Rather than have two separate rocket systems for
yaw and roll, the roll bum will be shorter. Thrust levels, mass flow rates, and fuel consumption
per desaturization for the desaturization rockets axe summarized in Table 20.
,_ _ _,_ _._.
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Table 20. Desaturization Rocket Characteristics
Thrust per rocket
Specific Impulse
Mass flow per rocket(roll)
Mass flow per rocket(yaw)
No. of rockets (roll)
No. of rockets (yaw)
Time of bum (roll)
Time of bum (yaw)
5N
230 see
2.2x10 -3 kg/sec
2.2x10 -3 kg/sec
4
4
71.18 sec
104.3 sec
Total propellant mass / desaturization 1.45 kg
Configuration
Since the desaturization rockets also provide free translational control during docking, it is required
that they be capable of delivering thrust along all three axes. To achieve this, clusters of rockets
are attached to each of the four comers at either end of the main truss. In this manner, four rockets
may be ftred in any direction to translate the LP1V. The compressed hydrazine is stored in fuel
tanks attached to each pod (Figure 59).
Total fuel mass needed is determined by the number of desaturizations to be performed and the
amount of maneuvering necessary for docking. During the thrusting period for escape from the
Earth's gravitational pull, there are over 50 shadow periods within which it is possible to desaturate
the CMG's. Of these, it is considered reasonable that no more than three periods will actually be
used to desaturate.
Because of the low thrust levels of the desaturization rockets, they are useful for only the freest
control in docking. Using a twenty second bum of all four engines parallel to an axis, and assuming
an approximate mass of 40000 kg at lunar capture, the desaturization rockets only provide a velocity
change of 0.01 meters/second. This, however, is the type of maneuverability desired for free control
in docking.
MEDIUM- THRUST RCS SYSTEM
For purposcs of orbit correction, in particular when the LPIV is docking and when it is preparing
to perform the aerobrake maneuver, it is desired to have a rocket system of much higher thrust
levels than the dcsaturization rockets. These rockets exhibit thrust levels approaching that of the
LPIV's main cngincs, since they are to bc used as backup engines should the laser fail.
Configuration
Pairs of nozzles are affixed to the tress at its midpoint for each of the four sides on each end of the
truss. One nozzle points upward while another is aimed outward from the truss to which it is at-
tached. The rockets most crucial in the event of an emergency during aerobraking will be the two
pointing in the negative x direction, towards the aerosheLl. These rockets, as well as the other pri-
mary' RCS rockets are used for translational mobility as well to correct orbital errors, mainly when
docking.
Thrust Sizing Determination
Besides providing docking mobility, the RCS system is used as a backup propulsion system for the
post-aerobraking maneuver. After the aerobrake assists the LPIV in being "captured" by the Earth,
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the LPIV's orbit is circularized back into low-Earth orbit. Normally, this is performed by the laser
engines. In the event that the laser engines should fail, however, it is up to the RCS system to apply
enough impulse to prevent the LPIV from re-entering the Earth's atmosphere. A diagram of what
the RCS should provide for can be found in Figure 62.
LEO
ATMOSPHERE
Insertion into LEO after
aerobraking maneuver.
RCS must be able to apply
enough impulse to transfer
to an orbit which eventually
does not contact the
atmosphere.
Figure 62. Requirements of main RCS in orbit correction.
The Earth's atmosphere extends approximately 6500 km from the center, while the LEO orbit lies
6750 km from the center. In the event of an emergency, however, the transfer is into an orbit for
which perigee lies just at 6500 kin, barely avoiding the effects of atmospheric drag. The velocity
change needed to execute this emergency maneuver is 90 m/see, which is what must be delivered
by the primary RCS within 2600 seconds.
Another sizing constraint is that the thrust of the RCS rockets should not be much greater than that
of the laser engines, since the truss structure is designed for a total force of 2000 N. There is a factor
of safety associated with this limitation, so it is reasonable to increase the thrust slightly, particularly
for a system that is not expected to be used frequently, if ever.
Fuel Selection and Rocket Properties
The main rocket of the RCS system is a bipropellant, using hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as the
oxidizer. Hydrogen is used mainly because of its availability in the LPIV and because the main
rocket and the laser engines will never be fired simultaneously. A tank containing the required
oxygen for the RCS rockets is located in the center of the truss, near the CMG's.
To be effective, the RCS is capable of executing the orbital change within ordy one halt"of the pe-
riod of the orbit which results from the aerobraking maneuver, even though contact with the at-
mosphere won't occur for another fourth of the period. This is done as a sort of time-based factor
of safety to ensure that the RCS is able to complete the maneuver before the atmosphere is con-
tacted again. Data for the specific impulse and mixture ratio of propellants were obtained from
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Sutton's reference. Using known specific impulse and the velocity change requirements, the re-
quired mass flow is determined. The fuel mass required is obtained by multiplying the mass flow
by the time of the bum. Table 21 lists data for the primary RCS rockets.
Table 21. Main RCS Rocket Characteristics
Fuel
Oxidizer
Specific gravity
Chamber temperature
Effective exit velocity
Specific Impulse
Thrust level required
Delta Velocity required
Mass flow rate
Total mass to correct
Hydrogen
Oxygen
0.26 g/cm 3
2400 K
2428 m/see
388 see
1350 N
90.0 m/see
0.3647 kg/see
970.0 kg
Knowing the properties of the rocket's fuel and the velocity change it must be capable of delivering,
mass flow and thrust levels are easily computed.
Docking maneuverability of the RCS system.
Since the primary RCS rockets have a total thrust of 1350 N in any direction, they are much more
capable when it comes to providing docking maneuverability. Using the same burn as was evalu-
ated for the fine rockets as a comparison (20 seconds), it is possible to induce a change in velocity
of up to 0.67 m/s in any direction. This is a significant amount and is useful for correcting orbit
injection errors.
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PROPELLANT TANK AND SUPPORT
SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The LPIV has two cryogenic tanks containing a total of 35000 kg of liquid hydrogen propellant.
Design of the cryogenic propellant tanks focuses primarily on minimizing the mass of the tanks and
their support structures while providing adequate insulation to minimize boiloff. Since the mass
of the propellant takes up a large amount of the total vehicle mass as a whole, the tanks must be
moved strategically so that the center of mass of the LPIV will remain at the same location (mid-
point between the turntable centers) as the propellant is depleted. This is done by placing the tanks
on tracks that move the tanks along the secondary truss. Due to the translation of the tanks with
respect to the entire LPIV, a fuel line system using flexible fuel hoses must be devised in conjunc-
tion with cryopumps to deliver propellant to the engines. Considerations must be given to the
harsh environment of space, specifically the cyclic temperature fluctuations. Thermal effects and
launch loads must be dealt with by proper material selection and structure design.
Propellant Tanks
The initial task of the propellant tanks design was to decide on the shape and size of the tanks.
Due to the symmetry of the LPIV, it was required that the propellant be divided into at least two
tanks. Three possible combinations of tanks were devised and analyzed using a combination of
spherical tanks and cylindrical tanks with spherical caps. Each combination must contain a total
of 495 m 3 which is the volume required for 35000 kg of liquid hydrogen. The results were as fol-
lows:
Table 22. Comparison of Possible Tanks Configurations
Total
Surface Area Dimensions
(m') (m)
2 cylindrical tanks 5.0 diam
w/spherical caps 352.8 14.25 length
2 spherical tanks 380.0 7.8 diana
4 spherical tanks 479.9 6.1 diana
The selection was narrowed down to two choices of either the two cylindrical or two spherical tanks
because of the savings in mass (i.e. least total surface area). The cylindrical tanks had the advantage
of fitting within a 5m by 5m truss used for the LPIV main structure but difficulty arose in creating
the support structure and implementing these tanks onto a track system. To do so would require
the truss to be lengthened to support the cylindrical tanks and thus would have added more mass.
Moreover, the center of mass of the tanks would be difficult to determine because of fuel sloshing
over the length of the cylindrical tanks and creating considerable instability in the LPIV. This is
the major reason for not using the cylindrical tanks because for the LPIV to work, exact determi-
nation of the center of mass is required. The solution was to use two spherical tanks because
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spherical tanks would reduce sloshing by nature and minimize shifting of the center of mass because
of the shorter length dimension.
Track System Selection
Initially, a gear track system and chain drive system were being considered. It must be noted that
the track would have to support a tank having a mass of 20000 kg .The gear track system was de-
signed using two tracks containing gear teeth which extend along the secondary truss. The tank
would be moved along the tracks by means of motorized gear wheels mounted on the tank plat-
form. This gear track system was eliminated because too much stress would be exerted on the gear
teeth during acceleration. A chain driven system appeared to be a possibility but the design seemed
prone to failure because of the length of the chain that would be required. As a result, a rotary to
linear motion track had to be designed. The screw track and actuator was adapted for the LPIV
and it seemed to be the most suitable for this purpose.
TANK MATERIAL
The LPIV tanks will be fabricated from a new low-density aluminum-lithium alloy, 2090 series (or
its future derivative) developed by Alcoa (Ref. Torte). This material has proven in tests to be better
than the more well known 2219 aluminum currently being used. The technique of forming the tank
is by spin forming a disc into a one-piece hemisphere. Two hemispheres will then be joined by a
major weld at the dome halves to create the spherical tanks. The interior is designed such that it
will support slosh baffles in order to minimize sloshing loads. All support structures will be built,
tank assembled, and the insulation applied as a complete process because the tank is an integrated
structure. The tanks and their assembly must be manufactured on the ground because of the
manufacturing complexity. The whole assembly is then carried to orbit by a second generation
shuttle requiring a larger payload area than the present shuttle.
SUPPOR T STRUCTURE
The aluminum tanks are supported by S-glass/epoxy composite struts which are in turn connected
to the graphite/epoxy frames (Figure 63). The glass/epoxy struts are used because of their low
thermal conductivity which helps to minimize the boil-off due to external heat conducted to the
tanks. The struts are attached to the tanks by a step chem milling pattern combined with welding
techniques. The other ends of the struts are connected to the tank structure using titanium rod-end
fittings. This fitting allows for movements of the struts as the tanks contract or expand due to
thermal effect or pressurization. The graphite/epoxy frame is made up of twelve section members.
The members are joined at the comers by titanium fittings (Figure 64). All struts and frame
members are hollow cylindrical composite sections. The members would also have protective
coating such as those use for the LPIV main truss structures.
Table 23. Dimensions of Tank and Supports
Tank Diameter
Thickness
Dry Mass of Both Tanks
S-Glass/Epoxy Struts
7.8 meters
1.17 millimeters
1025 kilograms
Graphite Epoxy Struts
Length 5.5 meters 8.0 meters
Radius 5.6 centimeters 6.8 cemimeters
Thickness 0.7 centimeters 0.8 centimeters
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Figure 63.
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Figure 64. Titanium Joint Fitting
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INSULATION
In insulating the propellant tanks, two schemes were considered - the all multi-layer insulation
(MLI) and MLI/foam combination. The major deciding factor in selecting either one was to con-
sider the mass of insulation required for each system.
NLT (KAPTON F]:I_H I_
DACRON NET)
ALUNINTZED KAPTON
CREST ADHESIVE
/
J
it"/
" L.H2
ROHACb'LL 31 FOAM
/
TANK SURFACE:
Figure 65. MLl/f'oam Insulation Scheme
The MLI/foam system was selected over the all MLI system because of the lower surface density
and expected greater potential for future improvement.It should be noted, however, that the
aI1-MLI insulation has a better peffomance in terms of longer lifetime. Nevertheless, since the
LPIV has been designed such that the propellant tanks can be removed completely from the LPIV,
any maintenance of the tank insulation would not require a complete overhaul of the LPIV. Due
to this ease of tank maintenance, it was only to the LPIV's advantage that the mass saving using
the MLI/foam should be taken. Complete details of the particular type of MLI/foam chosen here
were researched by a joint NASA/Boeing contract (Ref. Kramer). The MLI is made of alternating
layers of met_lliTed Kapton f'tLm and Dacron net spacers. This particular type of MLI is state of
the art and has been flown and tested extensively as cryogenic insulation. Between the MLI and
the foam is a gas-impervious barrier fdm bonded over the outside of the foam. This barrier entraps
volatile materials in the foam that could escape into the MLI and degrade its performance. This
barrier would be made of aluminized Kapton.
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The foam used is the RohaceU 3 I. This foam has also been studied in numerous tests to be superior
in performance compared to others. It is manufactured in sheets which are cut and then fit to the
contour of the tank by heat forming. Finally, the foam is adhesively bonded to the tank surface
using a process called vacuum bagging. The foam insulation around the tank mounting supports
must allow for movement of the support struts. These movements are caused by thermal con-
traction and expansion of the tank and supports, tank pressurization and vibration due to launch
loads.
In order to reduce the external temperature of the tank due to solar radiation, a special paint is
sprayed on top of the MLI to reflect the heat from the tank. The paint used for this particular
design is a silicate bonded paint containing zinc orthotitanate pigments, Zr_Ti04, called YB-71 (Ref.
Herada). The YB-71 paint is sprayed to a thickness of 8 mils which will provide a reflectance of
94 percent. It has been determined by experiment that this thickness gives the optimal performance
for the paint. Finally, a layer of Mylar is applied to protect the paint surface from micrometeorite
collisions.
Boiloff
The thickness of the MLI/foam required for the tank was determined by allowing 1 percent boiloff.
Boiloff is the propellant that is vaporized within the tank due to the heat flux into the tank. Thus
for the duration of the LPIV mission of fifteen days, approximately 350 kg of liquid hydrogen will
be lost or vented. The boiloff/insulation calculations are presented in the appendix and results are
given in Table 24.
Table 24. Insulation Dimension and Masses
MLI Thickness
Foam Thickness
Mass of Insulation for Both Tanks
1.840 cm
0.184 cm
268 kg
TRACK SYSTEM
The track system of the propellant tanks uses two T-tracks which extend along the secondary track
which will support the tanks and their structures (Figure 66 and Figure 67). The tanks will be
moved along the tracks by means of a center screw track with an actuator connected to the fuel tank
support platform.
Due to the geometry of the system, the screw track could only be supported by the ends so it was
designed as a secondary track used only to move the tanks to the desired location along the track.
The main T-track would support the fuel platform carrying the fuel tanks and the stresses exerted
by the tanks during acceleration. For strengths and low mass, the screw track and T-track will be
made of high strength composite material. The current leading material is graphite/epoxy but it
should be noted that almost certainly a newer material with better strength and stiffness with lower
mass will be available in the 20-year time frame.
The T-track is connected to the LPIV along the secondary truss at the joints used to connect the
truss members. More track supports are needed at intervals between the joints to reinforce the
tracks since these supports will be the only thing holding the entire track and propellant tank to the
LPIV. As for the screw track, it would have support only at the ends since the actuator will travel
its entire length. Sizing of the T-track and screw track is estimated using basic material property
of the graphite/epoxy and mass estimate is acquired from the corresponding results.
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Figure 66. Top View of Track System
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Figure 67.
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The actuator designed for the LPIV is made from a combination of cams, rollers, and gears
(Figure 68) and will provide very accurate positioning. It will be driven by a high torque reversible
electrical motor. The maximum power requirement for each actuator is 5 W each or 10 W for both
actuators. The actuator works by activating the motor which will turn the rotating cam and the
locking nut at the same time. The rotating cam advances the entire actuator which will move the
tank platform and the turning locking nut will lock the actuator in place preventing any reverse
reaction. Each actuator has been designed to havetwo separate cam/nut systems for movements in
advance and reverse direction powered by the same motor. The reversible motor allows for the use
of one motor for both travel directions.
Figure 68. Actuator
BALL BEARINGS
LOCKING NUTS
ROTATING CAM
FIXED CAM
The propellant tank platform serves as a propellant tank holder and is permanently attached to the
tracks. The platform is attached to the screw track and T-tracks by the actuator and four guides,
respectively. The platform will be made of composite graphite/epoxy tubes connected by fittings
at the comers in a manner similar to the tank structures. However, these fittings will only have one
degree of freedom each fitting contains a male-female latch devised to lock the tank in place after
attachment. These latches can be operated by electrical pulses to either a closed or open position
to attach or release the fuel tank from the platform. The platform will also have a quick disconnect
panel for fuel flow between the tank and the LPIV.
The four guides on the platform will hold the platform and tank to the T-tracks. These guides will
require a roiling and braking mechanism so that they can move freely when the actuators are acti-
vated and clamp to the T-tracks when the actuators stop. Table 25 gives the masses of the com-
plete track system.
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Table 25. Mass Estimates for Track System
T-tracks
Screw Tracks
Actuators
Tank Platform
300 kilograms
150 Idlograms
80 kilograms
290 kilograms
TOTAL 2190 kilograms
PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM
The propellant feed system is responsible not only for necessary and precisely controlled supply of
the hydrogen to the laser engne but also for the cooling of the engine walls and/or beam splitter
and the tertiary mirrors. As such, the propellant feed system is one of the crucial components of
the LPIV. Two candidates for the propellant feed system are electrically driven pump system and
turbopump powered by the hot dydrogen bled from the cooling system. The first system requires
an electrical power of nearly 3 kW and its total mass is much greater than the turbopump system.
Therefore, the latter system has been selected under the assumption that improvements in tech-
nology over the next 20 years will greatly enhance the reliability of the rotating turbomachinery.
The LPIV will use two turbopumps, one at each end of the truss for each engine. The use of two
pumps instead of one simplifies the problem of balancing the LPIV center of mass; also, each
turbopump should be located near the engine because the turbine uses hydrogen bled from and
discharged back into the engine cooling jacket.
Propellant will be fed to the pumps from the pressurized tanks. The propellant inside the tanks
will be maintained at low pressure presently determined to be 5 psia since this is known to be the
lowest practical pressure while still providing a net positive suction head at the pump inlet. The
turbopumps must increase the pressure of the propellant from 5 psia (.34 atm) to about 367 psia
(25 arm). This will be the pressure required for the propellant to overcome the friction in going
through the cooling and injection into the engine. An electric motor will be used to initiate the
rotation of the pump until the operational speed is achieved. The required pumping power is:
where rn_ - propellant mass-flow rate
P_ - pressure differential
gp - pump efficency (assumed 0.7)
pp - propellant density
which results in a value of 1.34 kW. The turbine is driven by a small fraction of hydrogen diverted
from the engine cooling system at a location where the hydrogen temperature is around 1050 de-
grees Kelvin. The pumping power must be equal to the shaft-power ouput P, of the turbine (after
accounting for the mechanical efl]ency g_, of the possible speed reducing gear) given by
Pt --- "m_ltSfnpCpt6rt
Here B is the propellant fraction to drive the turbine, 6T t is the temperature drop across the turbine,
Cp is the average specific heat and rl, is the energy- conversion efficiency of the turbine. Assurnming
_r,= 0.8, rr,, = 0.9, 1,67", = 75°K one can determine B = 0.05 i.e., about 5 percent of the total hy-
drogen flow or 20 percent of the hydrogen which goes through one helical cooling "coil" is needed
to drive the turbine. The hydrogen discharged from the turbine is reintroduced back to the cooling
coil.
While no detailed configuration are presented, approximate estimates of the turbopump systems
have indicated that both the turbine and the pump will be of very small sizes and will have to op-
erate at verb' high speeds. The single-stage turbine will use a rotor with the blade tip and blade root
diameter of approximately 2 and 1.5 cm and the operational speed may be around 80,000 rpm. A
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A small centrifugal pump will have an impeller designed so as to optimize the suction specific speed.
A near 1:2speed reductiongear may be required for matching of turbineand pump.
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Figure 69. Fuel feed system
Fuel Lines
Since the propellant tanks will be moving along the tracks, it is necessary to devise a scheme to
install fuel lines which would run between the tanks and the laser engines. The only solution for
this scheme is to employ flexible fuel hoses (Figure 70). The scheme required 8 meters of flexible
fuel hoses. The proposed design requires that the material retain flexibility at 21K without degra-
dation and that the hose will be under axial stress in keeping the fuel lines straight at all times. This
is because all the slacks must be taken up by the spring mechanisms so that they will not interfere
with the tank movement. Thus, an assumption is made that in the alloted time frame, a material
will be available suitable for use in the propellant transport scheme.
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Table 26. Mass Breakdown of Propellant Feed System (for two engines)
Turbopumps (including gears)
Electric starting motors and gears
Valving and propellant lines (w/ insulation)
10 kilograms
25 kilograms
100 kilograms
TOTAL 135 ldlograms
Refueling
Refueling the LPIV is a simple process of disconnecting the entire empty propellant tank and its
structures from the platform and reconnect a full tank. The quick disconnect scheme will allow the
LPIV to have a very short turn-around time plus any maintenance on the tanks will not decom-
mission the entire LPIV vehicle. The tanks may be refilled at convenience and stored aside for re-
fueling other LPIVs.
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SUMMA R Y
Perhaps the main problem encountered in the design of the LPIV propellant tank and tracks has
been the material selection. Certain advances need to be made in the materials fields before these
system can be realized. Lighter materials exhibiting high strength and stiffness will be very desirable.
Also, the material must not succumb to thermal loading due to space solar radiation and long term
space atmospheric degradation. All these requirements are interrelated and should be viewed with
equal importance for the entire system to function.
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ACQUISITION, POINTING AND TRACKING
(APT) SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
Laser powered vehicles place stringent demands on the acquisition, pointing, and tracking (APT)
system. It is this system which enables the LPIV to capture the power made available to it from
the remote laser power station. The APT system must not only maintain the laser beam on target
throughout the LPIV's period of powered flight, but also be able to locate the beam when it must
begin receiving from a different power source.
The APT system relies heavily on three other systems of the craft, the communication system, the
on board computer and the RCS system. The communication system is used to establish an initial
link between the LPIV and the LPS and assists in narrowing the volume of error in which the LPS
is contained. The computer is used to calculate the positions of the laser power stations and the
LPIV given the orbital data. The RCS system is used to maneuver the vehicle into a position from
which it can receive the power beam.
The other primary components of the APT system consist of the optical receiver, the optical
transmitter, the fine pointing gimbal assembly, and several photodetectors. These subsystems work
together to insure that the power which is being transmitted thousands of kilometers from the LPS
is received at the window of the engines to be converted to thrust in the most efficient way possible.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
There are two factors which must be taken into account by the APT system, the angle with which
the laser beam radiates upon the primary mirror and the offset of the beam from the center of the
reflector. The primary reflector is a paraboloid; therefore, ordy if the beam is received parallel to
the axis of symmetry can it be focused onto the secondary mirror and proceed along the optical
train to the entrance of the engines.
For maximum efficiency, the beam should also be offset from the center of the primary reflector.
The reason for this comes from the configuration of the optical train and the erratic thermal loading
of the tripod that may result due to the laser beam. The secondary mirror is positioned in the center
of the parabolic reflector near the focus and causes a central obstruction of 1.13 m z. The laser beam
spot size will be typically less than 15 m in diameter with the most intense part being directly in the
center (Figure 71). In order to avoid blocking out this most powerful part of the beam and take
advantage of the maximum power available, the beam is offset from the center.
The APT system must be accurate to 23 m over a distance of I00000 kin. This corresponds to an
angle of 0.23 t_m. It is projected that by the year 2010, when the LPIV is ready for deployment that
the accuracies on the order of 0.1 microradians will be possible due to advances in the fields of
vibrational control and spacecraft attitude control.
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Figure 71. A Typical Intensity Distribution
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The APT subsystems work together to accomplish three basic tasks: establish a two way link with
the LPS, aim the primary mirror to receive the beam, and process data to calculate positions of the
LPIV and laser power stations.
The Link
Working to establish the link are the communication system, the optical transmitter and optical
receiver. The communication system is employed only in the initial stage of acquisition to instruct
the LPS to emit its pilot beam and begin its search pattern. A detailed discussion of its configura-
tion and other functions can be found in the following chapter on communications.
The optical transmitter and receiver arc located on the back of the secondary mirror and share the
same optics (see Figure 72). The transmitter is a Neodymium: YAG (yttrium, aluminum, garnet)
laser with a frequency doubler. Nd: YAG is the most conventional solid-state laser. Its efficiency
is only 0.4 percent but its lifetime is 4 to 5 years and is highly reliable. It normally emits light at a
wavelength of 1.064/am. By doubling the frequency, we half the wavelength thus making it emit
radiation at .532 tam (Ref. Katzrnan). This accomplishes three goals. First, it causes the wave-
length to be much more separated from that of the iodide power beam which emits radiation at
1.315 tam. In this way, noise and interference ate limited. Second, the smaller wavelength allows
the optics themselves to be smaller which cuts down on mass. Finally, the smaller wavelength
boosts the antenna gain (discussed in chapter 9) which lowers the power requirements (Ref.
Hacker). At this wavelength and with the antennas on the LPS and the LPIV, the Nd: YAG laser
needs only 40 W of power to send a coherent signal to the LPS.
The receiver is effectively a simple 20 cm reflector telescope designed by Eastman Kodak (Ref.
Katzman). It must be modified only slightly to allow for the quadrant photodetector to be placed
in the proper position behind the primary mirror. A dichroic beam splitter is located in the path
of the oncoming beam which allows most of the radiation incoming at 1.315/_m to pass through
while reflecting most of the outgoing radiation at 0.532/zm.
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Figure 72. Optical Transceiver on Gimbal Assembly
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The Aim
The telescope is mounted on a gimbal assembly with two degrees of freedom about the azimuth
and elevation (Figure 78). This gimbal assembly along with the photodetectors and the RCS sys-
tem make up the aiming portion of the APT system. The gimbal assembly is used for the fine
pointing of the optical receiver and consists of an azimuth motor and an elevation motor each with
its own induction angle sensor. The azimuth has fuR 360 ° mobRity and the elevation has a field
of view of just over 30". Both the azimuth and elevation are controlled by induction motors built
into the gimbal assembly. These induction motors consume only 12 W of power each.
The quadrant photodetector which will be located in the telescope is pictured in Figure 73. It
operates on the principle that when the beam is on center, the radiation in each quadrant will be
equivalent. They are constructed of four independent avalanche photodiodes (APDs). In order to
locate the beam vertically, the energy in the lower two quadrants is subtracted from that of the
upper two quadrants and the difference is divided by the total energy. For horizontal location, the
same is done between the right and left quadrants. These coordinates are then relayed to the
computer which may then instruct the RCS system or the LPS of the appropriate action to take
to center the beam.
BEAM SPOT
\
/ \
Figure 73. Quadrant Photodetector in Transceiver
There is a system of photodetectors in addition to the quadrant photodetector in the telescope
which work together to insure proper beam alignment. They are located around the perifery of the
primary mirror in two rings at 20" intervals. The outer ring is located two meters from the edge
of the primary mirror and the inner ring is located two meters inside of the outer ring. The
photodetectors in each ring are APDs covered by a dielectric fdter tuned to a wavelength of 1.315
urn corresponding to the wavelength of the power beam. APDs were selected for the
photodetectors because of their small size of close to one inch, their high reliability, and their
compatibility with light at the given wavelength (Ref. Katzman). If the beam is properly offset, at
least one of the photodetectors on the inner ring will be activated and none of those on the outer
ring will be activated. This dictates that at least one edge of the beam spot is between the two rings
(Figure 74). This beam position is maintained by the RCS system.
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Figure 74. Proper Positioning of Beam Spot
BEAM SPOT
The Computer
The on-board computer is used to calculate the position of the power station from which the LPIV
wiLl receive the beam. A sophisticated program called SIGHT has been written by a member of
our group for this purpose and will be used as a model for the full system which will be integrated
into the LPIV. To accompLish this the computer must be given the complete orbitul data for all
of the power and relay stations and be able to solve for their position at any time using the data
from the on board clock. In order to correct for small errors and to accoum for orbital variations,
this data is automaticaUy updated every time the APT system locks onto the LPS, and it can be
directly changed using the commurdcatton system from the space station or from mission control.
TYPICAL APT SCENARIO
Because the LPIV will be receiving its power from any one of several LPSs it must be able to cal-
culate the position of any one of these at any time with a considerable degree of accuracy. During
a typical mission the LPIV may change the station from which it receives power thirty to fifty times.
The APT system shou[d therefore be optimized in order to minimize the thrusting time lost during
the acquisition stage.
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Once the mission has begun, the LPIV can operate completely autonomously until it reaches the
end of its mission, provided that initial orbital data is correct and that all systems remain fully op-
erational. For the following discussion of how this is accomplished, please refer to the mission
flowchart of Figure 75 and Figure 76.
Aiming of the LPIV
The first step is for the onboard computer to calculate the relative positions of the laser stations.
This is done using two star tracking devices located on opposite sides of the primary mirror and the
preprogrammed orbital data for the LPSs. When this is accomplished the computer determines
which is the best power station to lock onto based on relative positions, relative velocities, and
length of time possible to receive without having to switch again. The LPIV then orients its pri-
mary mirror in the direction of the power station while keeping its engines pointed along the flight
path.
Acquisition of the Pilot Beam
In order to expedite the acquisition stage, a pilot beam is first fled through the same optics that the
laser beam will be fired through. The pilot beam must be of similar wavelength in order to pass
through the filters and give correct readings on the photo detectors. The power beam is a high
power iodide laser having a wavelength of 1.315/am. A low power semiconductor laser of InGaAsP
with a typical wavelength of 1.3/am was selected for the pilot beam.
To begin the acquisition process, the power station emits a defocused pilot beam. This defocusing
enables the beam to cover the entire error volume (Figure 77a). The optical receiver on the LPIV
begins a search pattern for the power station and continues repeating it until the pilot beam is de-
tected. The laser transmitter then emits a return beam to illuminate the power station
(Figure 77b). The power station continues searching for the LPIV until the return beam is detected
(Figure 77c). Then the pilot beam is focused to the actual size that the power beam will be
(Figure 77d) (Ref. Popescu).
Pointing of the LPIV
The LPIV APT system and the power station remain locked on to each other while the LPIV re-
orients its primary mirror to receive the beam. Once the primary mirror is correctly oriented, the
pilot beam should be on target with the engine. It should also be offset in order to insure that the
most powerful part of the beam, the center, is not blocked by the central obstruction. The two
rings of optical detectors check for this offset and the RCS makes any corrections necessary. At this
point when the pilot beam has been properly oriented and offset and the APT optical receiver has
been locked into position the acquisition stage is complete and the tracking stage begins.
Tracking of the power beam
Because the laser beam is so much more powerful than the pilot beam, a f'tlter must be placed in
front of the optical receiver in order to protect the quadrant photo detector from the intense radi-
ation of the iodide laser. When this has been done, the LPIV is ready to receive the laser beam.
During the tracking stage, the APT system is in constant closed loop communication with the LPS.
The APT system is continuously informing both the LPS and the RCS system of appropriate
actions to take to maintain proper beam positioning.
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Figure 75. APT Flowchart of Typical Mission
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Figure 76. APT Flowchart of Typical Mission (continued)
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This process of maintaining proper positioning continues until the computer instructs the APT
system to send the shutdown signal. This may be done for one of three reasons: (1)the LPS and
the LPIV may move so that the earth is between them making it necessary to switch power stations,
(2) the relative positions and velocities of the two vehicles may make it more advantageous to begin
receiving from another power station, or (3) the LPIV may reach the end of its powered flight stage
and enter the coasting stage.
THE LEAD AHEAD PROBLEM
Due to the finite speed of light and the long distances which may exist between the LPS and the
LPFV it is necessary to calculate the angle by which the LPS must lead the LPIV when sending the
beam so that it is received on target. In order to estimate this lead ahead angle, we need to know
the velocities of the LPS and the LPIV.
The LPS is in a circular orbit at one earth radius. According to the equation for circular speed
Vcs = x/_
Where r is the radius of the orbit or 12756 km and t_ is the gravitational constant equal to 398600
km_/sec ". Tiffs corresponds to a velocity of 5.59 km/sec.
There are two cases which deserve consideration here. The ftrst is when the LPIV is farthest from
the LPS during powered flight. At tiffs point, the signal travel time is the longest. The maximum
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distance between the two vehicles during powered flight is approximately I00000 kin. At this dis-
tance the LPIV is traveling at a speed of 2.524 kmlsec in the same direction as the LPS. It takes
light only 0.33 seconds to travel this distance. Assuming that the velocities are linear (this is a good
assumption within a small time step) and also assuming that the response times of the vehicles are
negligible (much less than .33 sec), their relative velocity is 3.63 kin/see corresponding to a change
in relative position of 1.21 kin. Solving for the lead angle from the equation
_- tan-l( 2 x 1.21 ) _ 24.2
10s
microradta1"t$.
From these calculations it becomes obvious that lead ahead must be considered. In order to cal-
culate the angle, the computer uses the prcprogrammed orbital data to calculate the position and
velocity of the LPS. The LPIV knows its own velocity from the data provided by the
accelerometers, and its position is determined by the star trackers. Given this data, the computer
can calculate the relative magic between the transmitter and the receiver and adjust the APT system
accordingly.
SUMMAR Y
The APT system is a vital subsystem of the LPW. Because of its importance, Reliability and ac-
curacy have been the two primary considerations in its design. Individual components have been
selected for their high durability and long projected life. Secondary considerations included mass
and power requirements, A list of these specifications is included in Table 27.
Table 27. Table of Masses and Power Requirements
Mass of telescope 19 kg
Mass of laser 4.5 kg
Mass of gimbal assembly 65 kg
Mass of mount I0 kg
Mass of aLl APDs 6.5 kg
Total Mass 105 kg
Power of laser 40 W
Power of gimbals 24 W
Total Power 64 W
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The communication system of the LPIV has three basic functions: Telemetry, Tracking, and
Command (TTC) (Ref. Evans). Telemetry is used to monitor the vehicle's status during the course
of its mission. The computer on board continuously gathers information regarding the health of the
LPIV and sends it back to either the earth based mission control station or the space station to be
analyzed. The TTC system assists in tracking the vehicle by establishing an initial link with the
laser power station for the purposes of course pointing. TTC may also be used to command the
vehicle for manuevering during docking or initial Suing, to update the orbital flight data, or to
change orbits.
The mission of the LPIV dictates that the vehicle be pointed toward the laser station continuously
during powered flight. During this time, the positioning of the vehicle is strictly governed by the
location of the laser station regardless of the location of the space station, or the direction of flight.
For the LPIV to be able to establish a link directly with the space station or mission control it
would have to be equipped with at least two antennas in order to avoid blocking the transmission
by another part of the vehicle. It would also require a completely separate acquisition, pointing,
and tracking (APT) system for use by the TTC system.
In order to avoid such problems, it is necessary for the laser station to have the capability of serving
as a repeater station for sateLUte transmission from either the space station or mission control.
Because the laser station will be continuously tracking the LPIV and the space station will be
tracking the laser station, this will eliminate the need for a separate APT system. It also enables
the communication link to be uninterrupted for a much longer period of time because the antenna
will not fall into the shadow of the vehicle (Ref. Pratt).
The repeater at the laser station is, of course, only employed during powered flight of the LPIV.
During the coasting stage, the LPIV may orient itself to point in the direction of transmission.
For the purposes of this paper, the links from the laser station to the space station and to mission
control are left out with the assumption that current communication satellites such as INTELSAT
(INternational TELecommunications SATellite) can be used to establish these links. Only the link
between the repeater at the laser station and the LPIV is discussed here.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Because the LPIV is an unmanned craft, there is no need for voice transmission, only data. Digital
communication systems are best suited for this function. A digital TTC system requires that the
signal be modulated and coded. Modulation is the technique used to convert the l's and O's of a
binary system to an analog signal so that it can be transmitted at radio frequencies. Coding of the
signal is usually advantageous because it helps to reduce the noise in the signal and provide more
accurate data transmission (Ref. Evans).
The distances through which the LPIV will have to communicate make directional antennae a
necessary component. An omnidirectional antenna may be employed for establishing the initial
link, but power restrictions make directional antennas the only choice for regular communications
(Ref. Pratt).
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By thetimethat the LPIV is placed in service, it is assumed that the higher ends of the spectrum
will be in more practical use. A higher frequency means a shorter wavelength and a smaller antenna
size, so in the interest of minimizing mass, a frequency of 40 MHz will be used for the link from
the laser station to the LPIV with a return link at 60 MHz.
The number of subsystems of the LPIV that will be communicating on the same bandwidth re-
quires that some multiple access technique be employed. The simplest and most established is a
frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) technique. This involves dividing the bandwidth up
into several narrower bandwidths with a small space between them and using each division as a
separate channel (Ref. Roden). This is the technique which will be employed on the LPIV TTC
system.
MOD ULA TION AND CODING
Several methods of modulation exist for rcpreseming a digital signal with an analog wave. Tht_
were considered for the LPIV: amplitude shift keying, frequency shift keying, and phase sh_ key-
ing. Primary criteria for selection of a method included tolerances to noise, complexity of necessary
equipment, and success of already established systems.
Frequency shift keying (FSK) makes use of curves of different frequencies to represent l's and O's.
This method has been shown to be the most tolerant of signal noise (Ref. Evans).
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Phase shift keying (PSK) represents the l's and O's of the digital signal with cosine waves of different
phases. Although at a basic level, PSK is not as tolerant of signal noise as FSK, it can be expanded
by adding more possible phase shifts. In other words, normally a binary PSK system represents a
0 with one wave and a 1 with an identical wave 180 ° out of phase. It is possible to expand this
system to represent two bits at a time by adding a node at 90 ° and one at 270 °. Each phase shift
can then represent a combination of two bits and thus a built-in method of error checking. This
is called a quaternary PSK (QPSK) and is the modulation technique which will be used by the
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LPIV. An incentiveforusingthissystemis that this is the system that has been recommended by
the LinCom Corporation for use on the space station (Ref. Ratcliff).
Coding isa method of errorcorrectionused inreducingthe biterrorrateofa signal.The study
ofcodingmethods ismuch too extensiveforthislimitediscussion,soitwillonlybe brieflymen-
tioned.One method of codinghas been so widelyused thatitisalmostconsideredan industry
standard.Thisistheconvolutioncodewitha constraintlengthof 7,and a rateof I/2.The length
isa measure ofthecomplexityofthecode and therateisa measure ofhow much redundancyis
added. Using thiscode the signalto noiserationeededto produce a givenBER can be reduced
by asmuch as50 percent(Ref.Evans).
ANTENNAS
In any communication system the antenna is the primary factor governing power requirements.
Generally, the larger the antenna, the less power is required. This presents a tradeoff especially
pertinent to spacecraft; that is, by increasing the area of the antenna, the required power is lowered
but the mass of the antenna and support structure is increased.
Antenna Gain Theory
When we say that a larger antenna requires less power, we actually mean less power density, or less
power per unit area because the power is distributed over an area which increases with distance.
If more of this power is intercepted by the antenna, then the power density need not be as great.
This effect is known as antenna gain and plays a vital roll in the calculations for both transmission
and reception.
ff a signal is produced by a single point, the signal spreads out evenly over a sphere of radius d
where d is the distance from the point of propagation to the point of interception. If a directional
antenna is used to concentrate a portion of the signal in a given direction then the expression for
antenna gain is given by the following equation:
4_A_
G = _ (9.1)
22
where _ is the antenna efficiency, 2 is the wavelength, and A is the area of the antenna. For a
parabolic reflector )7is between 50 and 75 percent. For our calculations we will use a conservative
of 50 percent. As evidenced from the equation, antenna gain is inversely proportional to the
square of 2. In other words, a smaller 2 will produce a higher gain. At the writing of this paper
frequencies of less than 20 GHz are in practical use and frequencies up to 100 GHz have been used
on rare occasions. It is assumed that by the 21st century frequencies in the range of 40 to 60 GHz
will be in common use. We have therefore selected for the LPIV frequencies of 40 GHz for re-
ceiving and 60 GHz for transmitting. These correspond to wavelengths of 0.0075 m and 0.005 m
respectively. We will base our calculations for this section on a 2 of .005 m.
From equation 9.1 then G = 251000 A. In signal calculations we frequently use decibels, abbre-
viated Db, to make calculations simpler. By definition
X(Db) = 10 log(X) (9.2)
When the values above are substituted into equation 9.1 and G is then converted to its decibel value
we get
G = 54 + 10 log(A) (9.3)
Notice that when working in decibels, products and quotients may be expressed as sums and dif-
ferences thus greatly simplifying calculations.
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Antenna Placement
Unfortunately,ifthe antennas are not facingeach other then no advantage isgainedby thisfactor.
This isoRen the case forspacecraftbeforean initialinkisestablished.When the LPIV isdeployed
or afteritisforcedto switch relaystationsitmay be pointed in totallythe wrong directionor even
spinning. In order to initially make contact,the LPIV must also be equipped with a small
omnidirectional antenna. This antenna need not be sophisticated at all becaum it is used simply
to establish contact until the directional antennas are facing each other. It does not have to receive
or transmit any data but only some reference signal that can b¢ recognized on the other end (Ref.
Pratt).
It is suggested that the directional antenna used be of the asymmetric, or offset, type to minimize
the problems due to the central obstruction of the axisymmetric type. It should be located at the
periphery of the primary reflector at 90 degrees from the main truss as shown in Figure 79. By
placing the antenna at this point we are getting it as close to the primary mirror as possible without
blocking the power beam and as far as possible from the engines in order to minimize blockage of
the signal and deterioration of the antenna by exhaust particles. The reason for this is so that when
the APT system has properly aligned the craft for powered flight, the antenna will be aligned as
close to boresight as possible with that of the laser station.
Figure 79.
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In order to insure that initial contact is easily made, an omnidirectional antenna should be placed
at each end of the truss so that no matter what happens to the craft, at least one of the antennae
will remain in view. These antennae and their wiring may weigh up to 4 kg and since they are only
used for very short periods of time, their power requirements are negligible.
THE LINK EQUATION
The link equation is used to estimate the power collected at the receiving end of a radio frequency
crosslink. All the terms axe expressed in decibels and therefore can be added and subtracted de-
pending on whether they are gains or losses according to the equation
Pr = Pt + Gt + Gr - L (9.4)
The terms are the power of the receiver P,, power available from the transmitter P,, the antenna gain
at the transmitter G,, the antenna gain at the receiver G, and the free space loss L.
The free space loss is that loss simply due to the distance the signal must travel and is calculated
according to the equation
In decibels, the equation is
)2
L-
(4,_d)2
L = -20 log( -_ ) (9.5)
Assuming the same values asAt an absolute maximum distance of 400,000 km L = 240 DbW.
before and that the gains at each end are the same, we have
Pr = Pt + 108 + 20 log(A) - 240 = Pt + 20 log(A) - 132 (9.6)
Now, the critical value is the value of the signal to noise ratio. This value in decibels is calculated
according to the following equation:
C-'C-= Pr - 10 log(kTsB) (9.7)
N
Where k = Boltsman's constant = 1.3810 -n = -228.6 Db and 7", is the noise temperature which
is about 3000 Kelvin for space systems and B is the bandwidth which is 100 MHz. When these
values are substituted into equation 9.7 we get
C._ = Pt + 20 log(A) - 18 (9.8)N
For data transmission, it is necessary that this quantity be on the order of 20 Dbs. Substituting this
into equation 9.8 it is easy to see the power/area tradeoff.
Pt = 38 - 20 log(A)
As an example, for a 2 m diameter antenna, P, = 28Db W or 639 W. For a 4 m antenna, P, is
only 40 W.
It is estimated that the mass of the antenna and support structure would be approximately 10
kg/m z. When this is compared with the overall mass of the LPIV it is a very small component.
It is therefore desirable to sacrifice mass to gain power. For this reason, a three meter antenna
should be used on the LPIV. This gives a power requirement of less than 126 W and a mass of
70 kg. A summary of data for the proposed commur6cation system is included below.
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Quantity Value Explanation
d 400,000 m maximum distance
.50 minimum efficiency .
0.005 m Wavelength at 60GHz
D 3 m diameter of antenna
A 7.0686 m a area of antenna
m 70 kg mass of antenna
B I00 MHz bandwidth
C/N 20 Db carrier/noise ratio
P, 126 W power of transmitter
SUMMA R Y
The telemetry, tracking and control system of the LPIV serves some of the most important func-
tions during the mission of the vehicle. Through the TTC system we are able to monitor the details
of the mission from thousands of Idlometers away. We are able to give the LPIV special in-
structions so that it can cope with unusual circumstances such as a change in its preprogrammed
mission or an inoperable LPS. The system has been designed so that the LPIV may carry on un=
interrupted communications throughout the course of its mission using as little power as possible.
The primary considerations in the design of the TTC system were reliability and power require-
merits. By enabling the LPS to function as a repeat station, the need for a lot of complicated
electronics has been alleviated. The system proposed is designed simply. It incorporates no moving
parts which frequently require maintenance or repair, and the solid-state electronics keep the overall
mass to a minimum.
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AEROBRAKE DESIGN
INTR OD UCTION
One configuration for the LPIV under consideration is the use of planetary aerobraking in order to
achieve a velocity decrement without the costly expenditure of propellant, thereby reducing the
necessary amount of hydrogen. The aerobrake process involves entering a planet's atmosphere (in
this case the Earth's), whereby the vehicle becomes an aerodynamic body. The reduction in ve-
locity comes from the drag acting on the surface of the aerobraked vehicle. The goal is to reduce
the velocity of the vehicle enough so that it leaves the atmosphere at a circular speed corresponding
to a low Earth orbit, or more specifically, an orbit matching that of the proposed space station.
The design of the aerobrake must take into consideration the following criteria: first, the mass of
the added aerobrake structure should not exceed the amount of fuel which would be saved by the
aerobrake procedure; secondly, the structure should be able to withstand both the forces and ther-
mal loadings which the vehicle would encounter during atmospheric entry, primarily at perigee;
thirdly, the aeroshell should adequately protect the existing LPIV vehicle from excessive forces and
temperatures; and finally, the aerobrake should be refurbishable if damage should occur, with the
requirement that the entire structure be designed for transport into and assembly in a space envi-
ronment.
AEROASSISTED VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
There are various classifications of aero-assisted vehicles which have been hypothesized; generally
these configurations fall into three groups based on their aerodynamic property of L/D, or lift-to-
drag ratio. The high L/D group, similar to what the proposed NASP plane will look like, is de-
signed for orbit to ground missions involving large inclination changes, a requirement not needed
by the LPIV mission. The moderate L/D configuration shown, also known as the
Aeromaneuvering Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle (AMOOS), has a blunt nose which acts to reduce the heat
flux over the nose of the vehicle upon entry. Finally, the low L/D configuration, commonly re-
ferred to as an aerobrake, uses its geometry to create lift and trim characteristics which help to guide
the vehicle along its atmospheric trajectory. It has a slightly curved, blunted nose to aid in the re-
duction of stagnation point heat fluxes on the surface of the aerobrake. The three configurations
are shown together in Figure 80.
This latter configuration suits our configuration best due to its geometry and aerodynamic capa-
bilities. The LPIV project deals with aerobraking into Earth's atmosphere in order to slow the
vehicle, enabling it to rendezvous with the space station in a circularized low earth orbit of ap-
proximately 407 km. The large umbrella shaped aeroshell is best fit to protect the delicate mirror
assembly,the main truss structure and laser engines. The aerobrake will serve to create a buffer layer
which will shield the vehicle. Regarding the construction of the aerobrake, there exists the possi-
bility of making the aeroshell rigid, or inflatable. The latter option, also known as a ballute, has
the advantage of a relatively low mass compared to the rigid aerobrake, but was discarded due to
the difficulties in reusing such a configuration. A ballute must usually be jettisoned after usage due
to the complications arising from trying to repack an inflatable structure. The rigid option was
chosen for its higher performance characteristics, as well as reusability, because it is a permanent
feature on the LPIV which needs little refurbishment from mission to mission.
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AEROBRAKE GEOMETRY
Originally, a raked elliptical cone geometry (Figure 81) was chosen due to its excellent aerobraking
and aeromaneuvering capabilities. Numerous studies (Ref. Menees, Davies, Scott), have been done
on the use of blunted raked conics in aeroassisted flight trajectories, and from these reports exact
geometries and aerodynamic capabilities can be obtained. However, by using an asymmetrical
shape for the aeroshell, a stable center of mass is difticult to maintain upon rotation of the engines,
thereby negating the advantages of the chosen configuration. Therefore, a non-raked elliptical conic
was used instead. The equation used for the geometry was
X2 y2 . Z2
2-y ÷ 2--ff = l, (1)
where x is coordinated along the vehicle's primary axis (through the main mirror assembly), and
y, z are normal to x. This function creates a smooth surface which is 34 meters in diameter, and
5 meters deep. The nose of the aerosheLl is very blunt, thereby reducing stagnation point heat fluxes
as weLl as spreading the temperature and energy distributions more evenly over the surface of the
aerobrake. The current geometry is shown in Figure 82.
Figure 81.
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Raked Off Elliptical Cone Aerobrake
The symmetry of this design requires that the aerobrake assembly have tilting abilities, in order to
have variable aerodynamic capabilities. This would be done by allowing the aerobrake support
truss to pivot slightly about the y axis of the aeroshen. The tilting action will alter the L/D property
of the aerobrake by as much as +/- .2.
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AEROBRAKE GEOMETRY
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Figure 82. Symmetric Elliptical Aerobrake
AEROBRAKE SIZING
The main requirement which determined the actual size of the aerobrake was that it adequately
protect the mirror and truss assembly located behind it. The LPIV vehicle enters the atmosphere
at very high velocity (M > 10), causing the air it comes into contact with to heat the vehicle
through convective and radiative heat transfer. The increased heating rates and temperatures caused
by this viscous layer of gases must be reflected or dissipated by the aerobrake surface. The layer
of hot air leaves the aerobrake surface where it expands to form a wake. The air expands off of the
edge of the aeroshcll at approximately a 15° angle, relative to the angle of attack of the vehicle. The
mirror and main truss assemblies must not come into contact with this wake because the resulting
temperature increases would cause large deformations in the structures, if not failure.
Initial calculations were done to sizethe aerobrake for protection of both the mirror and main truss
structure. Results yield a diameter of 47 m to adequately protect both structures. The aerobrake
was then made to house the payload bay, in effect shortening the length of the LPIV vehicle. By
incorporating telescoping capability to the main truss structure, the necessary diameter of the
aerobrake is reduced to 34 m, a large reduction in both size and mass. The main truss will retract
so that it no longer extends beyond the edge of the aerobrake, and as this process is necessary only
during the actual aerobraking stages when there is no laser propulsion, the engines" ability to fire
is not interfered with.
AEROBRAKE PLACEMENT
The location of the aerobrake was determined to be aft of the payload storage bay. Placement
anywhere else on the LPIV would intervene with the laser beam reception by the mirror, or dis-
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ruptionof the plasma engines. The aerobrake structure is center_i along the thrust axis of the ve-
hicle to maintain symmetric thrusting properties.
AEROBRAKE TRAJECTOR Y
Any kind of aero-assisted trajectory quickly bocomes a very difficult topic for analysis; the calcu-
lations must combine standard orbital mechanics with aerodynamics. The vehicle in question first
becomes a lifting body when it reaches a position about 122 km above the Earth, wher¢ the first
traces of atmospheric density are detectable (Figure 83). At this stage, drag and heat fluxes arc at
a minimum. In fact, most of the deceleration and c._ainly the maximum heating occurs at perigee
of the orbit, where the density is the highest. Most litcratul-c plact a limit of about 76 km as the
minimum altitude an aerobraked vehicle should fly in order to avoid massive convective and
radiative heating.
IB,_ _I:NCE.-
_'# 0000 _'r.
Figure 83. LPIV Atmospheric Entry
In a return orbit from the Earth with a perigee of 82 kin, the LPIV vehicle will encounter the
Earth's atmosphere at an eccentric anomaly of 9.03". Its velocity at this point is around 10980 m/s,
and begins a velocity and altitude profde which is similar to Figure 84. The entire aerobraking
procedure can last from 3 to 12 minutes (P,ef. Dauro), depending on such parameters as entrance
velocity, flight path angle, and perigee altitude.
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Figure 84. LPIV Velocity/Altitude Profile
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In order to circularize about the space station in a 220 n mi. (407 kin) orbit, the LPIV must exit
the Earth's atmosphere with a velocity of 7620 m/s, requiring a reduction in velocity of almost 3350
m/s. Multiple atmospheric passes are possible to obtain the required reduction in velocity with
lower heating values, as shown in Figure 85.
Figure gs.
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AEROTHERMOD YNAMIC ANAL YSIS
After determining the geometry of aerobrake, corresponding aerodynamic and thermal characteristic
properties of the shield were calculated using Newtonian methods. Pressure coefficients along the
surface were calculated and plotted using the hypersonic flow relation
Cp = 2 sin20 (2)
where 0 is the angle the outward pointing normal at an element dA makes with the oncoming flow
(Figure 86). The resulting pressure distribution is symmetric about the y-axis, and is plotted in
Figure 87. Published data showing aerodynamic data for a low L/D version of an aerobrake was
used to show performance over a wide range of angles of attack (Table 28). The symmetrical shape
means that at • = 0°, there is no lift or pitching moment acting on the aerobrake, and the structure
must be tilted to give it aeromanuevering capabilities. The L/D ratio is therefore variable, but
would be set at a value of .I (_, = 10° ) during aerobraking to give the best performance character-
istics. Aerodynamic properties over varying angles of attack are shown in Figure 88.
These numbers represent rough approximations based on published data; a more detailed analysis
was not done due to the complexity of the equations involved, as well as time Limitations. They
are shown merely to display the probable range of performance abilities which could be expected
for such a configuration.
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Table 28. Aerodynamic Properties
Performance characteristics at - = 0°
L/D = 0.00 CTp=-.0050/°
C,.= 0.00 C_ = .00_/o
Co= 1.48 C_= .0030/°
c,,= o.oo
Reference Area (area projected onto yz plane)
A = 907.92m z
BallisticCoefficient(mICrA) = 19.83kg/rn2 (basedon an estimatedmass of26650 kg = dry mass
+ payload;no fuel)
The heatinganalysiswas basedon publisheddataforacrobrakcdmissionssimilarto the LPIV's.
The majorityofheatfluxesactingon thesurfaceoftheacroshellduringaerobrakingareconvective
in nature;the highestenergyleveloccursatperigeeof thetrajectory,when atmosphericdensityis
thegreatest.A preliminaryequationwas usedtofrrstcalculatean approximationofthemaximum
stagnationheatflux,which actsatthecenterofcurvatureatthedlipsoidalportionoftheaerobrake
(Ref.Scott).The equationusedishighlydependenton theballisticcoefficientm/C_,4,and isgiven
as
;Imax= (11"J"_N)7.3(mICDA)°'46"I(L D)"°'242Wlcm 2 (3)
Using the previouslyshown ballisticcoefficient,thismaximum heatingcomes out tobe 23.0W/cm z
, a tolerable amount of energy. A similar equation was used to calculate the heating along the
aerobrake trajectory. The surface heat flux distribution is shown in Figure 89, indicating the
l_ghest heating rates at the center and outer edge regions of the aerobrake surface.
Figure 87. Pressure Distribution
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Figure 88. Aerodynamic Performance Tables
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AEROBRAKE TRUSS DESIGN
The designfor the trusswhich willserveto support the acrobrake is a simple setof crossingframes
based on a similarreport done here at VPI (Ref. VPI,1987). The symmetrical featuresassociated
with thisdesign allow for the support trussto be made up of only two differentframes, which axe
then repeated in a crosshatched pattern(Figure 90). The trussisdesigned to match the contour
of the insideof the acrobrake surface,as well as provide enough room to storean adequate sized
payload within the aerobrake shell.The structureisshown in itscomponents in Figure 91. The
trussmembers are treatedas two forcemembers, eitherin compression or tensionloading.
Member Description
Each member of the truss design will be of a graphite epoxy material, a composite undergoing much
researchand with high hopes of usefulnessin space applications.The crosssectionalarea of each
member is.0006967 m z ,givinga mass of about 1.23kg/m. This sizeisadequate to withstand over
6 g'sbeforefailing,a condition not likelyto occur in thisscenario.
Based on the shape of each truss frame and the density of graphite epoxy, a total mass of the truss
structure was calculated to be 800 kg, a very acceptable number considering the fuel savings
achieved by aerobraking.
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Figure 90. Support Truss Layout
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Joint Description
The joint which wiU connect each member to another is the same as used by the 1987 VPI group
(Figure 92). It consists of a titanium fitting which is fastened to the end of each member with an
adhesive. By using an isotropic material such as titanium, the stress concentrations can be tolerated
easier by the fittings than a shaped graphite epoxy end, reducing chances of failure at a joint. The
joints are basic revolute pin joints, allowing only one degree of freedom.
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Figure 92. Truss Member Connection
Telescoping Truss
The structure which supports the aerobrake shell was made deep enough so that a payload bay
could be located inside the aerobrake itself, thereby helping to reduce the required diameter of the
aerobrake. With this configuration, however, comes the problem of payload recovery once docked
at the space station. Retrieving the payload canister is difficult since it is now encased within the
aerobrake support structure.
This problem is remedied by using a telescoping truss which can be extended once docked at the
space station, or in orbit at the moon. The four central support truss members are made up of two
concentric cylinders (Figure 93), which are locked into position during flight by a male-female
connection (Figure 94). When the time comes for removal of the payload canister, the pins axe
retracted, and an electrically driven piston located in a cyLinder perpendicular to the driveshaft then
hydraulically pushes the aerobrake structure out and away from the rest of the LPIV vehicle. There
axe four such motor/piston assemblies for the aerobrake structure, with a combined power of 32
W. The canister is then exposed for easy removal, and installation of another module can be
completed in a short amount of time.
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Figure 93. Telescoping Truss Schematic
Figure 94. Telescoping Member Connection
Another major modification to the unaerobraked option of the LPIV involves telescoping the main
truss during the aerobrake procedure (Figure 95). This action brings the truss and engine assembly
in towards the axis of the vehicle, serving to protect the assembly from the expanding wake off the
aerosheU, as weU as reduce the necessary diameter of the aerobrake to protect the structure. The
engines in this position could not be fired, and any required manuevering would have to be done
by the RCS systems. Again, the use of small motors would be used to power a flywheel which
would cause the telescoping action. The required power of these motors is small, around 3.6 W
each.
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Figure95, Telescoping Main Truss
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RIBBING
The fu'st stage of the thermal protection system, or TPS, is the ribbing which will support the actual
covering on the aerobrake, as well as add strength to the existing truss underneath. The beams
which will span sections of the aerobrake will need to conform to the shape, as well as withstand
the distributed loads acting on them. Using a similar shape designed by the 1987 VPI group, the
rib sections will also be made of graphite epoxy and arc connected in square 6.8 m blocks, which
are then attached to the truss structure in an altemating paxallel-perpendicular pattern
(Figure 96). The total ribbing assembly has a mass of around 550 kg.
The individual beams are connected at 2 m intervals for parallel sections, and two connections axe
made at each perpendicular intersection (Figure 96). The connections are L shaped plates made
of high grade titanium, in order to withstand the stresses involved in the aerobraking process. This
pattern allows for an easy installation/removal process, as wed as being modular in nature to facil-
itate any refurbishment necessary. The members are all small enough so storage and transportation
into space via the shuttle is possible.
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Figure 96. RibbingAssembly
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM ( TPS)
The material which will serve to protect the vehicle from the temperature extremes encountered
during aerobrakkng should be of course able to withstand temperatures on the order of 1500-2000
K, as weLl as being reflective enough to dissipate a good portion of the radiative heat flux which
wiU also be acting on the surface.
Carbon based materials have exceptional abilities to withstand temperatures, however they are
lacking in the area of reflective properties. For this reason, ceramic materials were chosen as the
outermost covering on the aerobrake, with a variety of materials underneath, all acting to dissipate
the convective energy heating the aerobrake. A prime requirement is that the TPS get rid of enough
energy so that the graphite epoxy truss underneath does not fail due to thermal loading.
The current design, modeled after the Mars mission vehicle designed two years ago (Ref. VPI), in-
volves a layered covering over the ribbing; it consists of an outer layer of a highly reflective, heat
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resistant material such as the colloidal sRica particulate coating used on the space shuttle. Its unit
mass is .3378 kg/m z, giving a mass of about 95 kg. Directly underneath is an insulator such as
Nicalon, Nextel, or silica cloth. Nicalon is the best choice due to its heat resistance as well as
radiative properties (Ref. VPI). At .1762 kg/m z, its mass is approximately 50 kg.
The nextlayerisprimarilyresponsibleforprotectingthe innerstructureof the aerobrake.The
materialshouldhave low thermalconductivityproperties,aswellasbe ableto reflectmost ofthe
heatactingon itbacktothe Nicalonlayerabove it.PossiblematerialsforthislayerareNextelcloth
and Q-felt(silicafiber).
The final layer is a membrane stretched over the support structure which serves to absorb any heat
from the Q-felt or Nextel layer, as well as radiative heat occurring from the wake behind the
aerobrake. The combined layers are shown in Figure 97.
Figure 97. TPS Layer Schematic
TRANSPOR TA TION AND ASSEMBL Y IN ORBIT
The structure is designed so that the largest section would be part of the support truss (about 7.6
m), giving the ability to be broken down and transported into low earth orbit via a space shuttle,
where it is then assembled and fitted to the LPIV vehicle. The ceramic shield may be roiled up for
transportation, but methods have been suggested in which the cloth is cut into sections which will
be joined together in orbit. Presumably there will be existing facilities in space which can handle
such construction in space, but most of the fabrication will be done on Earth to minimize the effort
required in orbit.
SUMMAR Y
The use of an existing planetary atmosphere to slow an orbital spacecraft has long been an idea
explored by NASA due to the fuel and mass savings which can be taken advantage of with such a
procedure. This design uses a very lightweight, durable structure which is large enough to protect
some of the more fragile assemblies found on the LPIV from the punishing extremes of an atmo-
spheric entry. Aerobraking is a feasible technique for spaceflight which should be in use within the
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next20 years.Thisprojectservesto show suchfeasibilityaswellasprovidea visualizationforthe
goalssetdown by thisprogram. Table 29 givesthe additionalmass oftheacrobrakcdesign.
Table 29. Mass Breakdown
Support Truss 800 kg
Ribbing 500 kg
TPS Layers 2200 kg
Total Mass: 3500 kg
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
In determining the power source needed for the electrical systems used for the LPIV, photovoltaic
solar ceils, storage batteries, and fuel cells were considered. The basic requirements considered are
a lightweight, dependable power source with high reliability, high energy and power densities, long
llfe, and maintainability. Table 30 provides the power requirements for all the electrical systems
to be used on the LPIV.
Table 30. LPIV Electrical Power Requirements
Component
Gyroscopes
Pointing/Tracking system
Turntable motor
Main truss telescoping motors(4)
Track actuator
Communication system
Aerobrake telescoping motors(4)
Receiver/Preprocessor
Range and range rate system
Central processor
Tracking sensors
Power (Watts)
250
200
15
7
5
70
32
25
25
20
20
Total 669 W
Photovoltaic cells have provided the electrical power for almost every spacecraft the United States
and the Soviet Union have launched in the first decade of the Space Age. For missions which will
be completed in a few weeks or less, primary batteries and fuel cells may be used in space vehicles;
however, for missions longer than that, their weight and volume penalties simply become too great
(Ref. Angrist). Because of their low individual outputs, solar cells are generally not used singly but
axe connected in panels or arrays. An optimum power-to-mass ratio of 200 W/kg would require
about a 60 m by 4 m panel (Ref. Angrist). This type of array would be much too large to use on
our configuration as well as depending too much on solar energy since the maximum amount of
solar energy could not be intercepted for our vehicle. Also, a sun sensor and tracking mechanisms
would have to be added, thereby adding more mass. Although they have energy densities of up to
about 300 W/kg (Ref. Mantell), storage batteries cannot be used since the capacity of a storage
battery is governed by the size and weight of electrodes which store chemical energy, which ac-
counts for much of the size and weight of the battery itself (Ref. Mantell). The fuel cell is a form
of a storage battery in which the chemical energy is stored as a fuel in a reactant tank outside the
cell and is fed to, or removed from, the electrodes when required. The electrodes are not changed
in any way when the cell is operated. In this way, the capacity is governed only by the size of the
fuel tanks, and the battery size is related only to the rate of conversion or power output. Fuel cells
also have longer lifetimes and provide more power (if the power required is greater than 200 W)
than storage batteries (Ref. McDougaJl). Therefore, fuel cells were chosen as the main power
source. The fuel cell system will be attached to the main truss behind the beam splitter.
In the 1960s, there was renewed interest in the fuel cell when the space programs required compact
power sources. This resulted in the efficient, reliable, and very. expensive power systems used with
success in the Gemini and Apollo space missions. The cells that have been most extensively de-
veloped are those that use hydrogen as their fuel and oxygen as the oxidizer. The highest theoretical
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outputfrom such a system is about 3600 W/kg (Ref. Mantell). As an illustration, Allis-Chalmers
has successfully developed a liquid-cooled 5000 W fuel cell module for space use (Ref. Mantell).
As shown in Figure 98 there is an electrode support or current-carrying plate made of corrosion-
protected magnesium. Tl_s positions the electrode, serves as a manifold to distribute gas to the
electrode area, and conducts current externally.
Figure 9g. Cell construction (Allis-Chalmers)
The anode is a sintered nickel plaque, catalyzed with a mixture of platinum and paladium. The
cathode or oxygen electrode is powdered silver, supported in plastic. The capillary matrix filling the
space between electrodes is asbestos saturated with 35 percent potassium hydroxide.
In operation, water must be continually removed. If too much water is removed, the cell will dry
up. The components or water removal are water-transport membranes saturated with 45 percent
potassium hydroxide (KOH), two porous support plaques, and a plastic water-removal plate similar
to the support plate. Two end plates and tie bolts complete a single cell.
Figure 99 is an assembly drawing of a four-cell module.
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Figure 99. Assembly drawing of a four-cell member
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DESIGN SUMMARY
In this report, major design aspects for the LPIV have been addressed. It has been attempted to
demonstrate the feasibility of a resuable orbital transfer vehicle of this nature. A highly efficient
optical train utilizing dielectrics can effectively transfer the power of a remote laser beam to be used
in the creation of a sustained plasma in the engine's chamber. Optimal mission scenarios have re-
duced the trip time while still maintaining high propellant efficiency. With the promising advances
made in composite structural technology, it will be possible to develop a long lifetime structure that
will maintain the optical integrity of the vehicle.
The symmetric configuration simplifies the orientation problem for a spacecraft to collect a laser
beam from any direction. The spacecraft can perform a two axes maneuver to accomplish proper
beam alignment. Additionally, movable propellant tanks allow for a stable center of mass. Without
the added mass of fuel oxidizers, the LPIV can ferry significant amounts of cargo readily between
low earth and lunar orbits. This is necessary for long term support of the proposed space platforms.
The following table summarizes the vehicle and performance characteristics of the LPIV. Further
investigation for laser powered orbital transfer vehicles has been demonstrated by our results.
Characteristics of the All-Propulsive LPIV
Propulsion:
Laser Power 15 MW
Optical train efficiency 94.8
Thermal conversion efficiency 50
Specific Impulse 1500 sec
Propellant flow rate 2 @ 0.033kg/s
Thrust 2 @ 483 N
Masses (kg):
Vehicle dry mass
LEO to LLO payload
Initial propellant at LEO
Initial propellant at LLO
(for return trip)
Overall vehicle loaded
Propellant used for LEO-LLO trip
Propellant used for LLO-LEO trip
Performance:
LEO-LLO trip time
LLO-LEO trip time
LEO-LLO payload mass ratio
LLO-LEO payload mass ratio
Overall structural coefficient
12300
16000
35000
17784
63300
17216
14881
8 days
9 days
.338
.532
.26
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Appendix A
The Multi-Impulsive Elliptical Transfer
Begin at LEO:
method
Vcs=x/:-_7 km= 7.68522 s-_
Period at LEO:
2 x _ x J R_ ° = 88.257rain
1
120° = _- × Period = 29.419 rain = 1765.15 see
This is the time of burn assumed using a thrust, T - 900 N assumed to act at perigee.
A V = 7" x At = 0.03209km/see
mLPIV
V2 # It
E __ __2 r 2xa
A V2 #AE-
2 r
h = rpXVp = raxv a
e = N/l+ 2xexh22
Using the equivalent impulsive thrust, centered at perigee, successive A Vs were applied to the tra-
jectory. The results yielded 17 ellipses for the transfer orbit to GEO. Assuming close to circular
speed, a miminimum energy impulsive thrust was applied to reach a lunar intercept by a Hohrnann
transfer including a circularization bum.
-It
Et = r 1 +r2
J u_.__+ ErV 1 = 2 x rt
A V = V t - VcsI
:---:-
TOF= _ x x/ a(
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(Ref.Baite, MueUer)
The Stepwise Spiral Approximation
Initial Conditions:
r(O) = ro
¢(o) = o
i(o)= o
M(O) = M
Thrust force and equations of motion:
Fr - Mtg r + Mtr_ 2 - M? = 0
d (Mtr2_) = 0
,.-
Replacing one revolution of a spiral by a circle of average radius, the total energy gained on this
circle is given by:
hE = FAs = F(2=r)
Then, E = E,_. + E.o, = I gg, r
I
therefore. AE = -_- M_g.Ar
4rtrF
where; Ar -
M_g.
F4n
or, Ar - r3
M,#y
The time for one revolution of the spiral is:
X/ r3
trajectory with initial conditions:
/_0)- _- Mt
and
(Ref Stulhinger)
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Appendix B
Shock Absorbers
To analyze the shock of impact, a set of angular and rectilinear springs and dampers were modeled
and the values of the spring constants and damping factors computed by use of the following
equations (Ref. Ih):
angular stiffness and damping:
linear stiffness and damping:
where:
Using (Ih):
[112
Ka = o,_( ,q +I2 )
1112
D a = 2_,lm,l(/1"/'/'/'/'/'/'/'/'_ )
MIM2
KL-- ta2( M1 +M2 )
mlm2
D L=2(LmL( MI+M 2 )
Mt ^ [1 = LPI V mass & inertia
M 2^ 12 = space station mass & inertia
K A ^K L = angular & linear spring constants
D _ADz. = angular & linear damping factors
coa&o., L = angular & linear natural frequencies
_a&_ L = angular & linear damping ratios
toA = 0.003Hz
coL = 0.030Hz
_A = 0.707
_L = 0.707
[l = 5.561xlO6kg- m2
[2 = 5.259xlO6kg- m2
M l = 6.070xlOakg
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gives:
M 2 -= 2.535xlO6kg
K, 1 = 24.331N - m/radians
D A = I. 147x104N - m/radians/s
K L = 53.352N/m
DL = 2.515x 103NIm/s
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Appendix C
Determination of Precession Angle
Given two angles at which the LPIV must be oriented within a single time step, the acceleration,
and ultimately, the torques needed to achieve this orientation may be determined.
01 = initial angle of orientation
0 2 -- final angle of orientation
[, = moment of inertia about axis of rotation
co_ = angular rotation rate about axis
e, = angular acceleration about axis
6t = time step size in seconds
Using the basic kinematic equation :
02-01 =co x x 6-- t+ 0.5 x ax x 6- t2
From this we obtain:
ax = 2 x yO2 - 0 t - cox x 6- t/6- t2
This is the formula used to compute the angular accelerations needed to be undergone by the LPIV
at each time step. These accelerations are used again in the calculation of the necessary torques and
the precession angles associated with applying them. Torque about the axis = a, x lz Precession
angle, 4'2, is determined using the angular rate and acceleration previously computed, plus the pre-
vious precession angle, 4'¢
4'2 = 4'1 + cox x 6- t+ 0.5 x ax x 6- t 2
It is also important to update the angular rotation rate at each time step:
co2 = co I +_xXCS--t
Using these basic equiations the precession angles of the gyros for the entire voyage may be calcu-
lated.
Sizing of Desaturization Rockets
Assuming that the fuel for the RCS rockets is chosen, and therefore the specific impulse is known,
it is a simple matter to determine the mass flow and thrust levels of an RCS system capable of de-
saturating the CMG's. Preliminary. analysis of the minimum thrust level needed to completely de-
saturate the CMG's within one shadow period showed a thrust level of less than five Newton's.
To satisfy the requirement that the RCS be in some way capable of translating the LPIV, the thrust
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level chosen is five Newtons. Knowing both the thrust and the specific impulse, the mass flow of
both the roll and yaw rockets is determined by:
T
rh-
×s)
The total mass of propellant used in desaturization is determined by the amount of time the rockets
arc thrusting. The angular acceleration equals the torque divided by the moment of inertia. From
this data, the time is determined:
- (max.precession) + tax x 3:03 a.m. + 0.5 x ctx x 3:03 a.m. 2
The time is computed by solving for the quadratic roots.
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Appendix D
Tank Dimensions and Mass
Mass of LH: required = 35,000 kg
Density of LH2 = 70.8 kg/m 3
Volume req'd = Mass/Density = 494.35 m 3
For spherical geometry:
4 3
V=T_R
S = 4_R 2
1 Vtot=lThus for two spherical tanks Vp,,,,,k = -_-
By simple algebra R = 3.9 m
D= 7.8m
S = 383.3 m z
Using the data for the A1 2090 (Ref. Torre): E = 7.584 x 104 MPa
a_l, = 2.237 x 104 MPa
Density = 2547 kg/m _
For the spherical tank:
where
ann,.," maximum allowable stress
p - tank pressure (5 psia)
r- radius of tank (3.89 m)
t - tank thickness
FS - factor of safety (1.5)
Solve t = .00117 m or 1.17 mm
areax pr
B
F.S. 2t
Mass of tank = Total surface area x thickness x Density
= 1125 kg
Insulation Dimension and Mass
Given the condition of I percent total boiloff from 35,000 kg of fuel, the heat flux q for this boiloff
to take place is calculated using
q0
Mvf =
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where
M,¢- mass of fuel vented (1 percent of 35,000kg or 350kg)
0 - length of mission (15 days)
hn - heat of vaporization of LH2 (499 kJ/kg)
q - total heat transfer
solving q = 135 W
Calculating the heat flux due to solar radiation on the tank:
where
il = Aq'%
- total heat flux to the tank
A - area of tank expose to solar radiation(191.7 m 3)
q"- solar radiation constant (1400 W/m z)
- emissivity of tank (0.06 since the paint is 94 percent reflective)
solving q = 16 kW
Using the Stefan-Boltzmann law to fred the temperature on the surface of the tank
where
q - total heat flux (16000W - 135W = 15,865W)
o - Stefan-BoRzrnann constant (5.67 x l0 -8 W/mZK ")
A - area expose to solar radiation (191.7 m z)
T - absolute temperature
solving T = 195 K and let this be the temperature beneath the paint surface
The MLI thickness can then be determined from the equation:
kA(T 1 - 7"2)
it- t
where
q - heat flux
k - thermal conductivity of the insulation (0.03 W/m'K)
A - area expose to solar radiation (191.7 m _)
Tt - temperature of the tank surface (195K)
T2 - interface temperature of the MLI/foam (144K)
t - thickness of MLI required
Note that this equation was derived for the MLI/foam scheme assuming the temperature of the
liquid hydrogen to be 21K.
Solving for tuz; = .0184 m or 1.84 cm
The nominal ratio of tfo,,,/tML1(nominal) = O.1
thus tro,_,= 0.184 cm
Density of MLI = 35.08 kg/m 3
Density of RohaceU foam = 30.0 kg/m 3
Mass of insulation = SurfaceArea,o,oJ x (troop,x densityf**,_ + tuLz X densityuLt)
= 268 kg
Mass of Structures
Density of graphite/epoxy = 1685 kg/m 3
Density of S-glass/epoxy = 2490 kg/m 3
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Massof member = _r(R_ - R_) x length,,,,,bo, x Oensity,,o,,b,, where
R 2 - outer radius
Rt - inner radius
Table 31. Tank Structures and Track Mass Calculations
Fuel tank support:
No. r2
members
(cm)
Graphite/epoxy 12 6.8
S-glass/epoxy 24 5.6
Fuel tank platform:
Graphite/epoxy 4 6.8
Graphite/epoxy 4 6.8
Track system estimate:
Graphite tracks 4 X-Area =
Screw track 2 8
rl l Total Mass
(cm) (m) (kg)
6.0 8 520
4.9 5.5 760
6.0 8 170
6.0 5.65 120
6cm z 8 300
7.5 8 150
Grand total mass 2020
Power Requirements
For the actuator, the power calculation is done in the case which would require the actuator to do
the most work. This is when the tank is full and must be moved opposite the direction of accel-
eration of the LPIV at 1 mm/s along the track. This speed is selected, which is considered fast by
operating standard, so the tank will be able to move along the entire track in less than two hours
for servicing purpose.
Total Mass to be moved = approx. 20,000 kg
Maximum acceleration of LPIV = Th_,'ust/Mass
= 1000N/60,000kg = .016667 m/s z
F-- Ma
Velocity at which tank must be moved = 0.001 m/s
Power = Force*Velocity = 5 W or 10 W for two actuators
For the fuel pump, the power requirement was calculated using the equation:
QH x SG
HPinput - K
where
HP - horsepower input
Q - delivery (rn_a --- 0.0681 kg/s)
H - total head on delivery side
SG - specific gravity of fuel (70.8 kg/m 3)
K - constant ( = 33 for Q m gal/min and H in ft)
The head was calculated given that the pressure must be boosted from 0.3atm to 20 atm. The
calculated head was determined to be 9.8 ft. Note that all units must be converted into English
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units before the equation can be employed. Solve HP -- 1.73 hp or 1.29 kW for each turbopumps
or a total of 2.6 kW.
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